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Abstract

Infrastructure, Operations, and Circuits Design
of an Undersea Power System
Shuai Lu

Chair of the Supervisory Committee
Professor Mohammed A. El-Sharkawi
Department of Electrical Engineering

Natural processes in the oceans take place in an episodic or intermittent fashion:
massive storms, submarine volcanoes, earthquakes, marine mammal feeding and
hunting patterns, for example [1]. Traditionally, the oceans have been studied with
ships, satellites, and instrumented moorings, all of which have been limited by time,
space, power and communication capabilities. The NEPTUNE program will deploy a
regional cabled ocean observatory on the seafloor of the northeast Pacific Ocean,
enabling the continuous study of the ocean processes over this large region. This
dissertation investigates the approaches to designing the NEPTUNE power system.
Located on the seafloor, the NEPTUNE power system poses a number of design
challenges: it requires high reliability and compact sizes, cannot use commercial offthe-shelf components for power conversion and protection, lacks measurements to
identify topology changes and to locate faults, and has no communications available to
assist in the system startup. Solutions to these challenges are proposed in this
dissertation.

First, a novel backbone circuit configuration aimed at increased reliability is
described. Based on this configuration, the system operation modes are presented. An
automated and coordinated protection scheme, which does not require dedicated
communication capability between protection units, is presented. Then algorithms to
detect an opened switch and to detect and locate a fault in an interconnected power
network are proposed. Appropriate models and approaches for analyzing the various
types of stability problems in a large scale dc power system are proposed or
summarized. The operation design and implementation circuits for the branching unit
system and the science node startup system are presented and their functionality is
verified through lab tests.
With increasing research interest on the Earth’s oceans, similar observatory
systems will be needed and constructed. The solutions proposed in this dissertation
address the typical constraints and difficulties in building power systems for this type
of observatories. They may find more applications as scientists conceive methods to
explore the ocean environment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background of NEPTUNE project
North-East Pacific Time-series Undersea Networked Experiments (NEPTUNE)
observatory system is an underwater power and communications network for scientific
experiments. It is proposed for the ocean floor of the Juan de Fuca tectonic plate in the
northeast Pacific Ocean. NEPTUNE project represents a new generation of ocean
research, which is based on the significant progress in electric power, underwater
telecommunications and other related technologies. This section gives the background
of the project.
1.1.1 Motivations
Scientific research on the world’s ocean system is important in both providing us
with a better understanding of the Earth and improving our life quality. Oceans occupy
70% of the Earth’s surface and greatly affect global climate, biological diversity,
geological activities, and many other global eco-system processes. Through the
observation and study of the ocean system, natural hazards like hurricanes,
earthquakes and tsunamis can be better comprehended, human’s impact on the oceans
can be evaluated, and natural resources in the ocean system can be managed and
exploited for the long-term benefits of the human society.
The traditional way of doing ocean research has been an intermittent expeditionary
mode. A ship is sent to a location of interest to collect data when environmental
conditions allow. The time and space coverage of the information that can be collected
is very limited. In contrast, ocean systems, complex and interactively dynamic, require
us to understand their variation on many temporal and spatial scales. This need is
compelling scientists to move beyond the expeditionary mode to building long-term
ocean observatories, which enable the production of sustained time series data sets.
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1.1.2 Types of ocean observatories
A. Mooring buoy
One type of ocean observatory is mooring buoys. It consists of buoys on the surface
and junction boxes on the seafloor. The buoys are equipped with satellite
communication ports and a power supply, either a generator or a large capacity battery.
The buoys send continuous power to the seafloor junction boxes where the scientific
sensors are operating, and transmit data back to shore via telecommunications
satellites. It allows for real time data collection and transmission. However, finite
battery life or limited fuel quantity for generators necessitates regular maintenance
periods that constrain time and geographic scope of the observations. An example of
this kind of ocean observatory (OceanNet) is shown in Figure 1.1 [2]. It was first
deployed in August 2001 off the coast of Sardinia in the Mediterranean Sea at the
depth of 2,300 m. It provides a 1Mb/s communication bandwidth between the
observatory and shore. The fuel supply in the buoy lasts for seven months.

Figure 1.1 Schematic of OceanNet observatory
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B. Cabled observatory
Ocean observatories can also be designed with a fiber optic/power cable connecting
multiple science nodes on the seafloor to the terrestrial power system and
communication network. This cabled observatory system can provide much more
power in a “permanent” way and larger communication throughput to the science node
research instruments than the buoy-type observatories. Using commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) submarine telecommunication cables, hundreds of kW power can be sent to
the observatories with up to 1Tb/s data bandwidth. Several experimental projects with
a single node connected to shore through fiber optic/power cable have been built in the
U.S., such as LEO-15 (Long-term Ecosystem Observatory), H2O (Hawaii-2
Observatory), and HUGO (Hawaii Undersea Geo-Observatory). A functional block
diagram of the H2O system is shown in Figure 1.2 [3].

Figure 1.2 Functional diagram of H2O cabled observatory system
Presently, three cabled ocean observatory networks are being developed worldwide.
They are NEPTUNE in North America, ARENA in Japan and ESONET in Europe.
All are aiming to provide facilities for multidisciplinary ocean research with different
priorities. Information regarding ARENA and ESONET can be found on their
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websites [4, 5], and will not be covered in this dissertation. One comparative
observation, however, is warranted. Being designed independently and taking different
tradeoffs, the configurations of the three systems have shown great differences in their
most fundamental aspects. For example, NEPTUNE is using a parallel topology with
constant voltage for power delivery, while ARENA is using a series method with
constant current. While both topologies will work fine, they are determined by
different design priorities. The detailed explanation of these differences can be found
in [6].
1.1.3 Overview of NEPTUNE project [1, 7]
The NEPTUNE project will deploy 3,000 kilometers of fiber-optic/power cable on
the seafloor encircling the Juan de Fuca tectonic plate beneath the Northeast Pacific
Ocean. It will provide large amounts of power and an Internet communications link at
distributed junction box nodes sited along the cable. Instrumented observatories
connected to these nodes can remotely interact with physical, chemical, and biological
phenomena in the ocean across multiple scales of space and time, while data flow in
real time from instruments to shore-based scientists, educators, decision makers, and
learners of all ages. Figure 1.3 shows the essential elements in the NEPTUNE system.
The NEPTUNE facility consists of two major subsystems: power and
communication. The purpose of this thesis is to provide a solution to the NEPTUNE
power system, including the infrastructure, operations, stability analysis and the design
of some important subsystems, such as the branching unit and science node startup
system.
1.2 Engineering challenges in the NEPTUNE power system design
The NEPTUNE project raises many engineering challenges being the world’s first
large scale undersea cabled observatory system [8]. Those related to the design of the
NEPTUNE power system are summarized in the following.
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Figure 1.3 Essential elements in the NEPTUNE cabled observatory system
1.2.1 Location on the seafloor
A. Reliability
The location on the seafloor of the system makes it very difficult to access the
hardware after installation. The system must be highly reliable to reduce the need for
costly repairs. The system should also be maintenance free so that no replacement or
service of components on a regular basis is needed. The impact of this constraint on
system circuit design is, for example, that the use of a battery to supply auxiliary
power on the seafloor is excluded, although it is a normal way to start a power system
or to have a power supply backup in many other cases. An alternative to get a low
voltage power supply to start the system on the seafloor must be found. The approach
proposed by this dissertation is described in Chapter 5.
B. Size
NEPTUNE will take advantage of the submarine telecommunications technology
for its backbone construction [9]. The standard branching units (BU) are slightly
modified to provide housing for power switching and fault isolation devices [8].
Therefore, the size of the switching components in the BUs is limited. Oversized
circuit breakers, high voltage capacitors, etc., which are commonly seen in a
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switchyard of a terrestrial power system, can not be used. Innovative approaches for
power switching and fault isolation must be developed. The proposed solution can be
found in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
C. Communications for operating the power system
The operation of the power system consists of multiple modes. Because the
NEPTUNE power system should start functioning before the communication system,
it must be autonomous so that the right operation mode can be identified at every
science node. A novel power system design idea, which uses different voltage levels
for various operation modes, is adopted in the operation design. In other words, the
system voltage is used as a communication signal to recognize different operation
modes. The design details are described in Chapter 3. The circuits for the BU system
and science node startup system to carry out the designed operations are presented in
Chapter 5.
1.2.2 Large scale dc power network
The NEPTUNE power system will be dc and parallel (the reasons for which are
found in Chapter 2). Although dc power delivery systems have been used in various
forms for a long time, they have never been operated before as interconnected
networks [10]. Several issues must be solved in the design of the NEPTUNE power
system:
A. Power conversion component
Dc power systems use dc-dc converters to step down the voltage from transmission
level to distribution level, just as transformers function in ac power systems.
Implementation of the NEPTUNE power system requires the development of a
voltage-sourced dc-dc converter residing in the seafloor nodes and capable of
operating at 5 to 10 kV range at several kW power level. COTS converters of this type
do not exist [9]. The converter for NEPTUNE was developed by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) at the California Institute of Technology and is briefly described in
Chapter 5.
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B. Protection device and scheme
Devices to interrupt dc fault current at 10 kV do not exist. Circuit breakers used in
ac systems might be derated and used in the dc system. However, both the requirement
for maintenance and the size of the circuit breakers are unacceptable for NEPTUNE
(refer to Section 1.2.1). A dc circuit breaker that could interrupt load current has been
developed in the Electrical Engineering Department at the University of
Washington [7]. The current limiting capability at shore stations is utilized to work
together with the dc circuit breaker to isolate a fault in the Version 1 design of the
NEPTUNE power system. Based on this fault isolation approach, a current differential
protection scheme was adopted in the Version 1 design [11]. However, because the
Version 1 design requires low voltage power and communication capability in the
BUs, which in turn depends on the availability of the connected science node, the
backbone reliability is impacted by the performance of every science node. Further,
because the current is limited by the shore stations during a fault, the backbone voltage
close to the fault will drop to below the science node converter threshold voltage.
Therefore, these science nodes may not be able to provide the power and
communications required by the current differential protection scheme. To solve these
problems with the Version 1 design, a Version 2 design was developed. In Version 2,
an innovative fault isolation approach is adopted. This approach requires neither fault
current interruption devices nor communication capability. The BUs can work
independently of the science nodes. The details of the approach are found in Chapter 3.
C. Topology error identification and fault location
Topology errors in the NEPTUNE power system can be caused by unknown status
change of the backbone switches. The changes should be identified for the system to
have an accurate control over system loads. Similar problems exist in terrestrial power
systems, for which various approaches have been proposed [12]. A common property
among most of these approaches is to look at the state estimation residual. Schneider
studies the characteristic of how the residual increases with the system voltage level
when topology errors exist in the NEPTUNE power system [13], which provides an
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approach to detect falsely opened BU switches. The drawback is that the approach
requires system voltage be varied in the normal operation mode to generate data, and
the calculations are complex. Based on the assumption that only one switch status
error exists any time in the NEPTUNE power system (considering the system only has
30 to 40 cable sections), a simpler approach is proposed, which can identify the
topology error by analyzing the value of the residual vector.
Faults in the NEPTUNE cable system must be located automatically with good
accuracy from shore for the convenience of repairing. Fault location is particularly
important considering the NEPTUNE system’s location on the seafloor and its
network topology. This type of problem also exists in terrestrial power systems.
However, because NEPTUNE is a dc system and there are not enough measurements
available on the backbone, usually required by the ac system fault location techniques,
an approach to locate a short circuit fault in the NEPTUNE system must be developed.
In Chapter 3 this new approach, based on combined state and parameter estimation
with the weighted least square (WLS) method, is presented.
D. Stability
The NEPTUNE power system consists of a large number of power electronic
converters. These converters are connected to the shore stations through long distance
undersea cables up to several thousand kilometers. The power electronic converters
maintain constant power output regardless of the input voltage variations. This
property introduces potential stability issues to the system. The effect of this property
on a dc power system’s small-signal stability has been intensively investigated.
Small-signal models of the switching power converters were developed [14-17]. An
impedance criterion was established [18]. Many impedance specifications for system
stability have been proposed [19-21]. For large-signal stability study (which is
necessary because of the nonlinearity in power sources, converter controllers, etc.), the
model of converter switches given by [22, 23] and the model for current mode
controller given by [17, 24, 25] and many other variations can be used in time domain
simulations. All these approaches can be adopted in the stability study for NEPTUNE.
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However, because the objective dc systems faced by the previous researchers were
small scale systems from computer systems to space stations, no long distance cables
were involved. An additional aspect of the stability issue induced by the long cables is
steady-state stability, which is similar to the voltage stability concept in terrestrial
power systems. The approaches to study this aspect are discussed in Chapter 4 for the
NEPTUNE power system. Methods and circuit models for small-signal and
large-signal stability analyses are summarized. The simulation results from
large-signal power converter models match well with the results from lab tests.
Therefore, the models can be used to study the stability of the entire NEPTUNE power
system.
1.3 Organization of dissertation
In this dissertation, detailed solutions and algorithms for various design aspects are
covered, including the NEPTUNE power system infrastructure, operations, stability
analysis and circuit design for some important subsystems.
The chapters are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 addresses the most basic issues in the NEPTUNE power system
infrastructure design, such as the voltage and current level, ac or dc, series or parallel
topology, protection scheme, etc.
Chapter 3 discusses the operation modes designed for NEPTUNE, including system
startup, fault isolation, fault location and related algorithms.
Chapter 4 investigates types of stability issues in NEPTUNE. Study approaches and
appropriate circuit models for each type of stability analysis are either proposed or
summarized.
Chapter 5 describes the circuit designs for some important NEPTUNE subsystems,
including the branching unit and the science node startup system.
Chapter 6 presents the test results for the designs in Chapter 5.
Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Infrastructure
The power system infrastructure design for an ocean observatory system has
particular constraints resulting from the system’s location on the seafloor. These
constraints require a unique power delivery approach compared with traditional
terrestrial power system designs. The NEPTUNE power system design incorporates
the fundamental aspects of voltage and current level, ac or dc source, system topology,
and protection schemes. This chapter compares options in order to find an optimal
solution which would enable the NEPTUNE power system to operate reliably over a
25-year lifetime in its particular environment and at a reasonable cost.
2.1 Design requirements
It is critical to consider a number of unique requirements of the NEPTUNE system
infrastructure, which is driven by the needs of the scientific community. Top-level
scientific requirements were developed through an iterative design process carried out
by an interactive team of scientists and engineers [26]. In summary, the requirements
include:
1) Lifetime: the cabled observatory shall meet all scientific requirements, with
appropriate maintenance, for a design life of at least 25 years.
2) Cost: the cabled observatory shall be designed to minimize costs over the
projected 25 year life span.
3) Controllability: the cabled observatory shall allow resources to be dynamically
directed where scientific needs and priorities dictate.
4) Flexibility: the cabled observatory shall be expandable to facilitate the
implementation of additional science nodes which meet the observatory reliability
goals. These additional nodes can be placed at or near locations of interest that may
develop in the future.
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5) Upgradeability: the cabled observatory shall be upgradeable to accommodate
future technological improvements.
6) Reliability: the primary measure of cabled observatory reliability shall be the
probability of being able to send data to/from any science instrument from/to shore
and/or from/to other science nodes, exclusive of instrument functionality.
7) Future casting: the cabled observatory shall have functionality and performance
significantly beyond that required to support current use scenarios so that experiments
and instruments that may reasonably be anticipated to develop over the expected life
of the facility can be accommodated.
Guided by these requirements, the NEPTUNE power system design follows the
principle of maintaining simplicity, reliability, and expandability at a limited cost.
Commercially available high quality parts and equipment will be considered in order
to achieve a high level of reliability and reduce development costs. These principles
are applied throughout the design process, starting from the three very basic
components of a power system: power source, delivery system and user interface. The
components are described in Section 2.2.
2.2 NEPTUNE power system components
The NEPTUNE system is proposed to reside on the seafloor encircling the Juan de
Fuca tectonic plate beneath the northeast Pacific Ocean. The proposed topology of the
cable system is shown in Figure 2.1. There will be two shore stations: one on
Vancouver Island in Canada, and the other on the Oregon coast of the USA. Three
major components of the NEPTUNE power system will be the power source, delivery
system and user interface. These components are described in the following.
1) Power source
The NEPTUNE system will be powered from shore stations which convert utility
power into a form and level suitable for transmission by the delivery system. This
method is more reliable and offers lower operating costs than using on site power
supplies, such as fuel cell batteries and underwater nuclear power plants. The peak
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power output of each shore station is about 100 kW, including the total load plus the
losses over the delivery cables.

Explorer Plate
Juan de Fuca Ridge

Pacific Plate

Junction Box

Juan de Fuca
Plate

Cable

study area

Nedonna Beach
North
American
Plate

Gorda Plate

Figure 2.1 NEPTUNE cable system diagram
The shore stations will also have a control center to monitor and control loads via
the communications system and user interface. Data on power usage by scientific
instruments will be sent to the shore stations and analyzed for control purposes.
2) Delivery system
The delivery system will utilize submarine telecommunications cables to transmit
both data and electric power. Submarine cables for the telecommunications industry
have experienced over a hundred years of development, which has resulted in highly
reliable COTS products. The design requirements for an ocean observatory cable,
where data and power are to be delivered and distributed on a submerged network, are
very compatible with the standard capabilities of telecommunications cable. An
example is shown in Figure 2.2.
The NEPTUNE cable system will consist of a backbone network covering the
entire service area, and spur cables reaching specific sites/science nodes. The
backbone network will be comprised of 3000 km of cable connecting about 30 evenly
distributed BUs. Each cable section will be less than 100 km. The dots in Figure 2.1
show the approximate locations of BUs. These BUs can be viewed as the switching
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yards in a terrestrial power system, while the power supplies in the shore stations can
be seen as the generation units. When there is a cable fault, a protection scheme is
carried out by the BU circuits with the coordination of shore stations to isolate the
fault and minimizes the loss of science nodes. Science nodes are connected to the BUs
through spur cables. The length of the spur cables can also be as long as 100 km, so
that positions with some distance from the backbone can be accessed by the scientific
instruments.

Insulating sheath Ø 17 mm

Steel wires strand

Composite conductor

O ptical fibers

Thixotropic Jelly

Steel tube
Ø : 2.3 mm

Figure 2.2 Proposed cable for the NEPTUNE system
3) User interface
User interfaces will be implemented in the undersea science nodes sited along the
backbone power delivery network. Low voltage power output including 400 V and
48 V converted from the delivery voltage level is provided to the scientific instruments,
as well as the data ports. Voltage at 48 V is a common standard, delivering moderate
power at low current. 400 V is selected for users who require more power or who wish
to transport over large distances.
Science loads will be controlled and monitored through the power controllers in the
science nodes. The control center located at the onshore stations will communicate
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with the power controllers to perform load management tasks and thus form the power
monitoring and control system (PMACS). In the event of a fault caused by a science
load failure, the load will be isolated by PMACS and local protection circuit at the
science node.
2.3 Fundamental aspects
Some fundamental aspects associated with a power system design include voltage
and current rating of every part of the system, system topology, and ac or dc source.
The optimal configuration will be determined based on a variety of considerations,
such as technology availability, economics, reliability, and operation constraints.
These fundamental design features of the NEPTUNE power system are addressed in
[27] and are summarized in the following.
1) Voltage and current rating
Higher voltage can help reduce power delivery loss; however it is limited by the
insulation levels of power supplies, cables and loads. The typical value for undersea
telecommunication cables is 10 kV. These values will therefore be adopted in the
NEPTUNE system, since cables are to be chosen before power supplies and loads. The
current level is determined by considering the voltage level, power to be delivered and
cable resistance. The resistance of the cable is around 1 Ω/km. With a large current,
the cable voltage drop can approach its voltage rating in a few hundred kilometers.
Hence, a current rating of 10 A is set for the backbone cables. However, the current
rating is more of a reference value in NEPTUNE than being a constraint. The real
current in the power delivery cables is determined by the load level in the system. As
long as the system has enough stability margin (see Chapter 4, Stability Analysis), the
operation is safe, because the thermal limit of the cables is much higher than the
stability limit.
2) Power capacity
The total power capacity of the network will be 200 kW provided by two shore
stations. Each of them is capable of providing 100 kW (10 kV at 10 A). A redundant
power supply will be placed in each of the shore stations for backup.
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3) Series or parallel
In a submarine telecommunication network, series connection of the sources and
loads is used with a constant current flowing through. Since the spatial scales are
similar, it should be viable for NEPTUNE. However, the loads in the two systems
make a big difference. The loads in the NEPTUNE power system include scientific
equipments, such as ROVs and under water drills. These equipments require a
relatively large amount of power that is distributed irregularly over time, as compared
with the loads of repeaters in a telecommunication network. Providing the scientific
instruments with as much power as possible is a goal of the NEPTUNE power system.
Thus, a more efficient method to deliver electric energy is preferred. Because the
current decreases along the backbone cable of a parallel system, the I2R loss in the
delivery cables will certainly be less than in a series system with a constant current.
Therefore, more power can be provided to loads along the same length of cable. This
analysis leads to the choice of a parallel delivery scheme.
4) Ac or dc
In terrestrial power systems, electric power is mostly in the ac form. Ac power
offers several advantages compared to dc. First, it is easier to raise voltage levels using
transformers. Second, protection devices to interrupt fault current use natural zero
crossing points with ac. Third, because the ac voltage across the insulation materials
switches polarity in every cycle, charge trapping and charge migration problems
accompanying dc voltage do not exist. However, because the cable capacitance is
much larger than the overhead transmission lines in a large cable system, using ac will
lead to unacceptable charging current. The shunt capacitance of a 100-km section of
telecommunications cable used in NEPTUNE is about 0.2 μF/km, or 130 Ω at 60 Hz.
The charging current at 5 kV ac will be 38 A. Although the problem can be solved by
inserting compensation inductance, it is too expensive when considering both the
materials and installation costs. Additional analysis shows that the electric field at
10 kV is very safe for the cable insulation, even under dc. Changing dc voltage level
and interrupting dc fault current can be solved by applying modern power electronic
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techniques and proper system operation design. Therefore, dc is chosen for the
NEPTUNE power system.
5) Current return path
The power delivery network will use a single conductor cable and the ocean will
provide the return path for the current. There will be a sea electrode in every science
node on the seafloor and a ground electrode at each shore station.
6) Voltage polarity
The undersea electrodes at the science nodes need to be at a positive potential
compared to the cable input to avoid electrolytic corrosion, particularly from the
chlorine in the seawater. Hence, the voltage of the shore station will be negative with
respect to the seawater return.
7) Voltage output at science nodes
At each node, a dc-dc converter will be used to reduce the incoming voltage from
10 kV to 400 V. Another 10 kV converter will serve as a cold standby. Multiple low
voltage dc-dc converters will produce additional 48 V outputs from the 400 V bus for
the scientific instruments that require a lower voltage. Other low voltages will be
generated for the internal loads to perform control and monitor functions.
2.4 Protection scheme and circuit architecture
The task of power system protection is to remove the faulted part, a load or a cable
section from the system, in such a way that the remaining parts of the system will not
be affected. Load faults in the NEPTUNE power system will be isolated locally at the
science nodes. Therefore, the reliability of the entire system will not be compromised.
The protection scheme handling faults on the power delivery cables has a much larger
effect on the whole system availability, and it is also an influential factor in the power
system circuit architecture design.
The protection design in the NEPTUNE power system began with a protective
relaying scheme similar to the terrestrial power system protection. A different
protection scheme was brought forward to mitigate reliability concerns. The two
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designs with related circuit architectures are referred to as Version 1 and Version 2
designs, respectively.
2.4.1 Version 1 design
In Version 1, the backbone cable is routed to the science node through passive BUs
commonly used in submarine cables (Figure 2.3). The BU in this design has no
switching elements and is used only as a junction box. The power is delivered to the
node using two spur cables. Besides the dc-dc converters and communication circuits,
the node also contains switching devices (circuit breakers) for connecting two cable
sections and isolating cable faults. The switching devices locate in the science nodes
because of their dimension and power requirement. The operation of the switching
devices obtains power from the dc-dc converters in the science nodes. Therefore, the
integrity of the backbone cable network is dependent on the dc-dc converters in each
science node.

Figure 2.3 Connection between the backbone and science nodes in Version 1
When a cable fault occurs, the first line of defense is current differential protection.
A comparison of the current input and output of a cable section is performed via the
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communication between two adjacent science node power controllers. Distance
relaying is used as a backup to the current differential protection. Parameters such as
cable length and resistance per kilometer are stored in science node controllers. The
voltage and current at the end of a cable section is measured and the ratio of them is
used to estimate the distance from the node to the fault. This distance is compared
with the cable length to determine if the fault is in the node’s protection zone.
Because there is no natural zero crossing in dc voltage, a specially designed dc
circuit breaker is developed to be used in the science nodes. The breaker is composed
of several elements that force a current zero in the isolation switch by diverting the
electrical energy to a storage capacitor. With parameters designed properly, arcing and
restrikes can be substantially reduced or eliminated when interrupting fault current [7].
Therefore, contact damage on the switches in the breaker can be largely alleviated.
Maintenance, which is usually necessary for ac circuit breakers, should not be an issue
for a long period.
2.4.2 Version 2 design
In Version 2, active BUs are housing the switching devices and their control
circuits. The connection between a BU and a science node is shown in Figure 2.4. The
dc-dc converters and the communication circuits are located in the science nodes. The
node is powered through a single conductor spur cable from the BU.
In this active BU system, the power of the BU controller is tapped directly from the
backbone cable instead of from the science node converters. The fault isolation
approach is different from that in the Version 1 design. In Version 2, when a fault
occurs, the fault current is limited by the shore stations and the entire NEPTUNE
system goes into a mode at a much lower voltage and current level. The switches in
the related BUs are then opened to isolate the fault. All the science loads are dropped
during this process. However, the advantage is that the BU switches are not required
to interrupt a large dc current. A fault is isolated by opening switches at a very low
voltage. Thus, simple vacuum switches can be used instead of complicated dc circuit
breakers.
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Figure 2.4 Connection between the backbone and science nodes in Version 2
The Version 2 design is based on the fact that faults in submarine cables are rare
and will likely only happen a few times over the design lifetime of the project (25
years). Most of the cables are in deep water where faults due to fishing accidents or
anchoring are virtually nonexistent. If a fault occurs, dropping the entire system loads
is justifiable, provided that the isolation of the fault can be done in a short time.
2.4.3 Comparison of the two designs
There are several merits and demerits for each of the two designs. The key
comparative features are shown in Table 2.1.
Through the comparison, the Version 2 design is shown to provide a more reliable
backbone system that is immune to science node failures. Additionally, because fault
current is not interrupted inside the BUs, the switching circuit for isolating cable faults
is much simpler than in the Version 1 design. The tradeoff is that a single fault will
bring down the entire NEPTUNE system and it takes longer for fault isolation. This is
considered tolerable based on the assumption that faults will be very rare for the deep
sea cables. Therefore, version 2 design looks more promising and is adopted by the
NEPTUNE power group.
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Table 2.1 Comparison of key features in Versions 1 and Version 2 design
Version 1

Version 2

All backbone circuit breakers depend
on science nodes to operate. A single
node failure (either dc-dc power
converters or communications to the
node power controller) can possibly
cause failure to large sections of the
network.

The backbone’s integrity does not
depend on science nodes. Any node
failure (power or communication) has
no impact on the operation of the
remaining part of the system.

Fault current is interrupted by the
Fault current is limited at the shore
node circuit breakers on the seafloor. stations. Arcing and restrikes are
Arcing and restrikes must be prevented avoided for the switches in the sub-sea
to avoid maintenance.
system.
Two conductors in the spur cable are
Single spur cable is used. It is a
used, which implies a higher cost.
cheaper option.
There is communication between
nodes, and between nodes and shore
stations. Hence, the breakers connecting
backbone cable sections can be fully
controlled by the system operator.

The switches connecting backbone
cable sections are contained in BUs,
which do not have communication links.
The operation of the switches in the
BUs must be autonomous.

A cable fault will be isolated by
circuit breakers. The remaining part of
the system will not be affected or
shortly affected, depending on the speed
to interrupt the fault current.

A single cable fault leads to the lost
of all science nodes before it is isolated.
The isolation of the fault requires
system wide change of operation mode,
and it takes a much longer time, in the
scale of minutes.

While Version 2 brings higher system reliability, it poses more challenges to the
system operation and circuit design, which can be seen from the last two points of the
comparison in Table 2.1. Circuits in BUs must carry out the tasks of connecting the
system or isolating faults in the absence of communications. System operation modes
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must accommodate the particular fault isolation approach. The solution to these
difficulties will be discussed in Chapter 3.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, some fundamental aspects in the NEPTUNE power system design
were discussed, including the main components, ac or dc form, voltage and current
level, and parallel or series topology. Two versions of backbone circuit architecture
and related protection schemes were compared. The comparison between them
showed advantages of the design that is adopted and is the basis for the other aspects
of the power system design.
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Chapter 3
System Operations
System operation design focuses on how and through what procedures the
NEPTUNE power system starts up, meets the power demand of loads, responds to
disturbances, and shuts down when needed. Over the course of the last 100 years,
these procedures have been thoroughly studied and developed for terrestrial power
systems. They are valuable models from which the design of the NEPTUNE power
system can borrow both ideas and practices. However, some fundamental aspects of
the NEPTUNE power system, from the type of power source to circuit architecture,
are quite different from those in a typical terrestrial power system. Therefore, the
operation design for NEPTUNE requires new concepts to be developed to meet the
particular constraints. The design is discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 3 is organized as follows: the operation mode design at the system level is
first introduced; then the details regarding BU operations are explained; finally, as key
aspects of the operation design, the fault isolation approach is discussed and fault
location algorithms are proposed.
3.1 System operation modes
The NEPTUNE power system is similar to its terrestrial counterpart in the
classification of operation modes. Operations in a terrestrial power system can be
categorized into several groups such as normal operations, emergency operations, and
system restorations, each corresponding to the various states of the system. The
transition that takes place from one state to another is essentially incurred by faults
(large disturbances) in the system. Similarly, based on the Version 2 design described
in Chapter 2, the operations in the NEPTUNE power system are classified into four
modes depending on the system fault condition: startup/restoration, fault location,
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fault isolation and normal mode. The transition between system modes is shown in
Figure 3.1.
No Fault

Normal
operation
-10 kV

No Fault

Fault location
and isolation
-500 V

Fault

Startup/
Restoration
+500 V

Fault
Normal with
fault isolated
-10 kV

Shutdown and
repair

Figure 3.1 NEPTUNE power system modes transition diagram
3.1.1 Operation modes of the NEPTUNE power system
During startup, all the switches in the BUs are closed so that the NEPTUNE cable
system is fully connected. This operation is the same as the system restore action after
a faulted cable is repaired. Therefore, it is named the startup/restoration mode.
A fault may exist during system startup or after restoration (i.e., a new fault is
developed). The shore stations make measurements of currents and voltages to locate
the fault. Once the required measurements are collected, the system goes into a
coordinated fault isolation mode, which involves all BUs and the shore stations, to
isolate the faulted cable section. This is the fault location and isolation mode. After
this, the system is brought back to normal mode.
In the normal mode, all system variables are within the normal range and no cables
or science nodes are overloaded. The shore stations perform monitoring and control of
system loads (power usage of various scientific instruments) by communicating with
power controllers in the science nodes. The backbone node voltages and currents
fluctuate when loads vary. If any node voltage becomes too low, the system could face
voltage collapse and shut itself down. Therefore, the voltage profile of the delivery
network must be maintained within allowable limits (This will be further discussed in
Chapter 4 regarding stability issues.) Heavy load is the usual cause of voltage profile
problems. The solutions include adjustment of the voltages at the shore stations and
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load shedding. These functions are performed in the normal mode as part of the
PMACS operating in the science nodes and the control center in the shore stations.
The functional block diagram of PMACS is shown in Figure 3.2 [28].

Figure 3.2 Functional block diagram of PMACS
If a severe fault occurs in the normal mode, which brings down part or all of the
science nodes, the shore stations will decrease the system voltage and the backbone
current will be limited to below 10 A. The system enters the fault location and fault
isolation mode, similar to the one after the startup/restoration mode. After the fault is
isolated, the system returns to normal mode with the faulty cable isolated. After the
faulty cable section is repaired, the whole system starts in the startup/restoration mode
and reconnects the repaired cable section.
3.1.2 Differences between NEPTUNE and terrestrial power systems
The operation sequence in Figure 3.1 is different from that in a terrestrial power
system in two main aspects. The status transition diagram for a terrestrial power
system is shown in Figure 3.3 for comparison.
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Figure 3.3 Status transition diagram of a terrestrial power system
The first key difference is the fault isolation approach in the power delivery
network. In a terrestrial power system, the network is connected through circuit
breakers. When a line fault occurs during normal operation mode, the relay protection
circuit operates immediately to isolate the fault by opening related circuit breakers.
The location of the fault is then determined and a repair crew is dispatched. In
NEPTUNE, the relay protection system requiring immediate fault current interruption
capability is not adopted, because such a protection scheme would be dependent on
the science node converters. Hence, the overall system reliability would be
compromised. Vacuum switches require less power to operate and occupy less space
compared with circuit breakers. Therefore, they are used in BUs for the connection or
isolation of cables. When a cable fault is detected, the fault isolation process is carried
out after the shore station voltages are lowered to below 500 V and the backbone
current is limited to within 10 A (a power level safe for operating vacuum switches).
Details about the fault isolation approach are described in Section 3.3. The detection
of fault and fault location algorithms are discussed in sections 3.4 through 3.6.
The second difference exists in the voltage levels at which the system operations
are performed. The NEPTUNE power system has multiple voltage levels, while in a
terrestrial power system all operations are carried out at about the system’s nominal
voltage. This difference results from the method in which BUs coordinate with the
shore stations. The counterparts of BUs in a terrestrial power system are substations.
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Commands from the system operator and data collected by the substations are
exchanged via communication lines between the substations and the control center. In
NEPTUNE, however, BUs have no communication capability. The operation mode in
the BUs (see details in Section 3.2) has to be determined in the absence of
communications. The solution adopted here is to use the backbone cable voltage as an
information carrier: +500 V and -500 V are used as the commands to restore cable
connections and isolate faults, respectively; at -10 kV, a voltage level for normal
operations, all BU switching actions are inhibited. Therefore, different voltage levels
in the shore stations means different system operations are intended.
3.2 BU operations
BU circuits coordinate with the shore stations to carry out the operations described
in Section 3.1. The functions of BU circuits can be summarized as follows:
1) To connect the backbone and spur cables by closing switches;
2) To isolate faulted backbone or spur cables by opening switches.
The operation of the BUs focuses on how to implement these two functions. The
process includes the following steps and is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
1) After the shore stations energize the cable with +500 V, all backbone and spur
cable switches are closed during t1, which should be long enough for all the BUs in the
network to act.
2) After the startup/restoration mode or when a fault occurs, the shore stations are
applied with low negative voltages of below 500 V. Upon seeing this voltage, a delay
of t2 is imposed on the BUs to allow time for fault location measurements taken in the
shore stations. After t2, any spur cable with a fault is immediately isolated. The delay
time t2 is identical in all BUs.
3) At the end of time t2, the protection circuit that will isolate backbone cable faults
is activated. Another delay of t3 is initiated. After t3, any faulted backbone cable is
isolated.
4) Following a suitable further delay, the shore stations can raise the voltage to the
level required for normal operations.
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Figure 3.4 BU operations timing chart
3.3 Fault isolation
Fault isolation is carried out by switches inside the BUs at the times described in
Section 3.2. Details of the approach are explained in this section.
3.3.1 Isolating a spur cable fault
As shown in Figure 3.4, spur cable fault is isolated at the end of time t2. The fault is
detected by looking at the current in the spur cable. With the system voltage
being -500 V, the dc-dc converters in the science nodes remain unstarted. Any current
flowing in the spur cable indicates the existence of a fault on that cable or the
connected science node. The related BU opens the switches connecting the backbone
and the spur cable upon detection of such a current.
3.3.2 Isolating a backbone cable fault
The controller in each BU uses an isolation algorithm that is triggered at the end of
t2 to determine if any switching action is needed to isolate a backbone fault. The
algorithm, which may be implemented in hardware rather than software, is simply to
trip the corresponding switches at a time determined by the voltage measured at the
BU, as in (3.1), where v is the BU voltage and c is a positive constant.
t3 = c ⋅ v

(3.1)
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For BUs A and B, for example, if v A > vB , then t3 A > t3 B . Thus, the BU closest to
the fault, which has the lowest voltage in the system, will trip first. After the two BUs
at both ends of the faulty cable section open their backbone switches, the faulty cable
will be isolated from the network. The fault current is ceased and the backbone voltage
goes up to the shore station level. Seeing the above changes as a signal suggesting that
the fault has been cleared, the other BUs will stop their timers from counting and
inhibit any further actions.
If a BU closest to the fault fails to open its switches, the neighboring BU will act as
a backup, because it has the next shortest trip time. Also for this reason, the difference
of the trip time between two neighboring BUs should be large enough so that the
uncertainty in the timing process and switch operation time will be negligible. This
can be achieved by carefully designing the constant “c” in (3.1).
The BU circuit needed to implement the above operations will be described in
Chapter 5.
3.4 Detection of opened BU switches and high impedance faults
Abnormal events that may occur to the NEPTUNE power system include BU
switch malfunction (mainly falsely opened), cable faults (which also result in opened
BU switches after fault isolation) and load faults. Load faults can be identified by
science node controllers monitoring the power usage of each connected scientific
instrument, and then are isolated by opening the load switches. No coordination
between BUs are needed. Switch malfunctions and cable faults, compared with load
faults, are more difficult to deal with. Examples of switch malfunctions in the BUs and
the cable faults are shown in Figure 3.5. They can only be detected from shore stations
and corrected through BU switching operations [29].
If the switches connecting a science node and the backbone are falsely opened, as
shown in Figure 3.5 (a), the science node will lose communication with the shore
stations, thus it can be easily detected and the operation of the rest of the system is not
affected.
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When a cable fault is severe (the cable is grounded through low impedance) as in
Figure 3.5 (c), multiple science nodes, or even the entire system may be put out of
service. The voltages of the BUs close to the fault will drop to below the converter
threshold, or the backbone current will exceed the limit. In either case, the
measurements at the science nodes can no longer be sent to the shore stations. The
NEPTUNE power system switches into the fault isolation mode. The faulted cable
section is isolated by opening the related BU switches. The approach will be discussed
in Section 3.5.
In the case of switch malfunction, which results in the disconnection of backbone
cables, as in Figure 3.5 (b), or in the case of a high impedance cable fault as in
Figure 3.5 (d), the BU voltages do not drop much and the science node converters are
still operable. The problem may not be observed from the shore stations. The approach
to find these situations is described in Section 3.4.1. For convenience, hereafter a fault
will refer to both the opened BU switches and the high impedance fault.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3.5 Types of abnormal events in NEPTUNE power system
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3.4.1 Algorithm for fault detection and location
Detection of opened switches has been studied in the terrestrial power systems as a
topology error identification problem. Various approaches have been proposed [12].
Schneider studies the characteristic of how the residual of system measurement
equations increases with the system voltage level when topology errors exist in the
NEPTUNE power system [13]. This approach provides a solution to detect opened BU
switches in NEPTUNE. The drawback is that it requires system voltage be varied in
the normal operation mode to generate data, and the calculations are complex.
High impedance fault detection and location in terrestrial power systems has also
been difficult. Many proposed approaches require measurements not obtainable in
NEPTUNE and do not apply to the networked environment.
An algorithm that solves the above two problems together for the NEPTUNE
power system and does not require complicated calculations is proposed in this section.
A. Data requirement
A simplified circuit diagram of a backbone cable section is shown in Figure 3.6. A
difficulty in detecting opened BU switches and high impedance faults in the
NEPTUNE power system is related to the lack of measurements at the BUs. The
current flow into and out of every BU is unknown. Therefore, the current differential
algorithm normally used in a terrestrial power system to detect high impedance faults
is not applicable.
The proposed algorithm for NEPTUNE assumes there is only one fault in the
system and the availability of the following information:
1) Network information, including system topology and resistance of every cable
section (which is proportional to the cable length)
2) Estimation of node voltages on the backbone (i.e., voltage at BUs) and node
current injections (spur cable currents flowing from BUs into the sea ground)
Node voltages at the BUs can be derived from the input voltage and current at each
science node, given the parameter of the spur cables between them.
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Figure 3.6 Measurements required for the proposed fault location algorithm
B. Algorithm description
In a power system, the node voltage and current injection at each node satisfy the
nodal voltage equations (or KCL)
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⎢Y
Y
⎢ 21 22
⎢L L
⎢
⎣Yn1 Yn 2

L Y1n ⎤ ⎡V1 ⎤ ⎡ I1 ⎤
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⎥⎢ ⎥+ ⎢ ⎥ = 0
L L ⎥ ⎢L⎥ ⎢L⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
L Ynn ⎦ ⎣Vn ⎦ ⎣ I n ⎦

(3.2)

where
n is the total number of nodes in the network
Ykk is the self admittance of node k
= sum of all the admittances terminating at node k
Yjk is mutual admittance between nodes j and k
= negative of the sum of all admittance between nodes j and k
Vk is the voltage to ground at node k
Ik is the current flowing from the network into ground at node k
The elements in the Y matrix is given by

Y jk = −G jk when k≠j, and
n

Y jj = ∑ G jk
k =1
k≠ j

where G jk = 1 R jk , with R jk being the resistance between node j and node k. It is
proportional to the length of the cable section between the two nodes.
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When there is a fault, equation (3.2) will not hold. The right side of it becomes nonzero. (Noises in the voltage and current measurements have the same effect, but we
will discuss the noise issue later.)
Define
δ = YV + I

(3.3)

where
δ is the error vector, and δ = (δ1 , δ 2 ,L, δ n )T

V is the node voltage vector, and V = (V1 ,V2 ,L,Vn )T
I is the current injection vector, and I = ( I1 , I 2 ,L, I n )T
Inserting into (3.2) the voltage and current measurements shown in Figure 3.6, we
can make the following observations:
1) If there is no fault in the network, then
δ=0

2) If there is a fault on the connection between node j and k, then

δ j ≠ 0 and δ k ≠ 0 , while all other elements of δ are 0.
Based on the value of δ , we can identify both the existence of a fault and on which
cable section the fault is located. Further information can be obtained by analyzing δ
as the following.
3) If the fault is an open circuit as shown in Figure 3.7, then

δ j = −δ k ≠ 0
Because it is impossible for a cable to break without causing a fault current at the
shore stations (the system uses sea water as the return path), an open circuit most
likely means that switches at the ends of the faulted link are opened (abnormal event
(b) shown in Figure 3.5).
4) If the fault is a short circuit fault with some impedance as shown in Figure 3.8,
then

δ j ≠ 0 , δ k ≠ 0 and δ j ≠ δ k .
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Vj

Vk

Ik

Ij

Figure 3.7 Cable section with open circuit fault
Furthermore, as is shown in Section 3.4.2, the resistance between the fault and node

j can be obtained using
R jf
R jk

=

δk
δ j + δk

(3.4)

Because the cable resistance is proportional to its length (approximately 1 Ω/km),
the distance between the fault and node j can therefore be determined.

R jf

Vj

Rkf

Vk

Ik

Ij

R fg

Figure 3.8 Cable section with short circuit fault
3.4.2 Proof of the fault detection and location algorithm
From equation (3.3), the jth element of error vector δ is
n

δ j = ∑ Y jiVi + I j
i =1
n

= ∑ Y jiVi + I j + Y jkVk
i =1
i ≠k

(3.5)
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n

= ∑ G ji (V j − Vi ) + I j + G jk (V j − Vk )
i =1
j ≠k

When a fault occurs between node j and node k, it changes the conductance G jk ,
while the other parameters in the system remain the same. Therefore, we can see
immediately that δ j and δ k deviate from 0 when any fault exists. The elements of δ
corresponding to all other nodes are still zero. Hence, observation 2) is proved.
When the cable section jk is an open circuit, G jk = 0 . Inserting this “de facto” value
of G jk into (3.5), and using δ 'j to represent the result, the nodal voltage equation for
node j becomes
n

δ 'j = ∑ G ji (V j − Vi ) + I j + G jk (V j − Vk )
i =1
i ≠k
n

= ∑ G ji (V j − Vi ) + I j

(3.6)

i =1
i ≠k

=0
Applying the “original” value of G jk into (3.5) to calculate δ j , with consideration
of (3.6), yields
n

δ j = ∑ G ji (V j − Vi ) + I j + G jk (V j − Vk )
i =1
i ≠k

= G jk (V j − Vk )
Similarly, for node k

δ k = Gkj (Vk − V j )
Because G jk = Gkj , then

δ j = −δ k
Thus, observation 3) is proved.
If the fault is a short circuit fault with some impedance as shown in Figure 3.8, the
number of nodes is n+1 because the fault point becomes an additional one. KCL gives
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n +1

δ 'j = ∑ Y jiVi + I j
i =1

=

n +1

∑Y V +I
ji i

i =1
i ≠ f ,k

j

+ Y jf V f + Y jkVk

(3.7)

=0
Assuming Y jf = −G jf , and Y jk = −G 'jk , substitution for them in (3.7) yields

δ 'j =

n +1

∑ G (V

i =1
i ≠ f ,k

ji

j

− Vi ) + I j + G jf (V j − V f ) + G 'jk (V j − Vk )

=0
In the faulted network, G 'jk = 0 , so
n +1

∑ G (V
ji

i =1
i ≠ f ,k

j

− Vi ) + I j = −G jf (V j − V f )

(3.8)

When using (3.5) to calculate δ j , we obtain
n

δ j = ∑ G ji (V j − Vi ) + I j + G jk (V j − Vk )
i =1
i ≠k

Notice that
n

∑ G ji (V j − Vi ) =
i =1
i ≠k

n +1

∑ G (V

i =1
i ≠ f ,k

ji

j

− Vi )

Using the result from (3.8), yields

δ j = −G jf (V j − V f ) + G jk (V j − Vk )

(3.9)

δ k = −Gkf (Vk − V f ) + Gkj (Vk − V j )

(3.10)

Similarly, for node k

Using the relations G jk = Gkj and
solve (3.9) and (3.10) for

1
1
1
(from R jf + Rkf = R jk ), we can
+
=
G jf G fk G jk
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R jf
R jk

=

δk

δ j + δk

Observation 4) is thus proved.
3.4.3 Error propagation analysis

Ideally, when no fault exists, δ = 0 . In reality, δ should be nonzero because of the
existence of computer round-off errors and measurement noise. The round-off error is
usually much smaller than the required accuracy of the calculation. The objective of
the error analysis here is to find out how the noise in the measurements propagates
through the equations and affects the final result.
Let εV and ε I be the random noise in system voltage and current measurements,
respectively. They have normal distribution with zero mean. εδ is the error in δ
caused by εV and ε I . εδ is determined by
δ + εδ = Y (V + εV ) + ( I + ε I )

Using (3.2) to eliminate the deterministic terms, we obtain the relationship between
the errors
εδ = YεV + ε I

We can find the variance of εδ by

{

E {εδ εδT } = E (YεV + ε I )(YεV + ε I )

T

}

= E {YεV εVTY T + YεV ε IT + ε I εVTY T + ε I ε IT }

{ }

{ }

{ }

Let σ V2 k = E εV2k , σ I2 k = E ε I2k and σ δ2 k = E ε δ2k , representing the error variances at
node k. Supposing all measurements are independent, we then have the variance of the

δ j given by

{ }

σ δ2 = E ε δ2
j

n

j

= ∑ G 2jkσ V2k + σ I2j
k =1

(3.11)
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If all voltage and current measurements have the same variance σ V2 and σ I2 ,
respectively, (3.11) can be simplified into:
n

σ δ2 = σ V2 ∑ G 2jk + σ I2
j

k =1

Now we can estimate σ δ2j as long as

n

∑G
k =1

2
jk

(3.12)

is known.

To make the calculations convenient, we normalize the voltage and current data,
thus σ V2 and σ I2 will be a percentage. Take voltage base VB = 10 kV and current base
I B = 10 A, which yields RB = 1 kΩ. In the NEPTUNE system, the shortest cable
length is greater than 50 km (i.e., cable resistance is larger than 50 Ω.) Therefore
⎛ 1 ⎞
G ≤ ∑⎜
∑
⎟
k =1
k =1 ⎝ 50 / RB ⎠
n

2
jk

n

⎛ 1 ⎞
= R ∑⎜ ⎟
k =1 ⎝ 50 ⎠
2
B

n

2

2

Also consider that every backbone node has, at most, three cable connections to
other nodes, so
n

⎛ 1 ⎞
G 2jk ≤ 3RB2 ⎜ ⎟
∑
⎝ 50 ⎠
k =1
≈ 1200
n

Inserting the value of

∑G
k =1

2
jk

2

into (3.12) yields

σ δ2 ≤ 1200σ V2 + σ I2
j

(3.13)

This shows that the variance of voltage measurements σ V2 is dominant in
determining σ δ2 , while σ I2 does not carry as much influence. σ V2 must be reduced to
get an acceptable σ δ2 . This can be obtained by
1) Using more accurate voltage sensors and
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2) Making a multitude of repeated measurements and using the average in the
calculation of δ .
Let nV and nI be the number of repeated measurements for voltage and current,
respectively. The variance of δ is given by

σ δ2 ≤ 1200
j

σ V2
nV

+

σ I2

(3.14)

nI

For example, if σ V = 0.1% , σ I = 1% , nV = 12, and nI = 1, then

σ δ2 ≤ 1200

( 0.1% )

2

12

j

= 2 (1% )

+

(1% )

2

1

2

Using Taylor expansions, from (3.4) we get
⎛R
Δ ⎜ jf
⎜ R jk
⎝
Let θ =

R jf
R jk

⎞
δj
−1
Δδ j +
Δδ k
⎟⎟ ≈
2
2
(δ j + δ k )
⎠ (δ j + δ k )

(3.15)

, and εθ be the error in θ caused by the error in δ j and δ k . Then from

(3.15) we get

εθ ≈

(δ

−1

j

+ δk )

2

εδ +
j

(δ

δj
j

+ δk )

2

εδ

(3.16)

k

εθ can be approximated by a linear combination of ε δ and ε δ , and therefore can
j

k

still be seen as random noise satisfying normal distribution with zero mean. But the
variance of εθ is dependant on δ j and δ k , which in turn depends on the particular
system voltage and current profile, making it impossible to have a general estimate of
the variance of θ .
For the purpose of getting an accurate fault location result, making a large number
of repeated measurements for the same set of system voltages is preferable. However,
it is usually not realistic to have many simultaneous measurements for every node
voltage in the system. Measurements made at different times are affected by system
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load changes. They can not be averaged, as in (3.14). Instead, the following
procedures are proposed:
1) Make a snapshot of the system voltage and current measurements from both the
shore stations and science nodes
2) Process the data with a state estimation program to obtain good voltage and
current estimations for every node
3) Use the estimated voltage and current data to calculate the error vector δ with
(3.3)
4) Find the two nodes corresponding to the two largest elements in δ ; the fault is
most likely located on the cable between these two nodes
5) Make judgments on whether the fault is open circuit or short circuit fault based
on the observations stated in Section 3.4.1
6) Calculate the fault location parameter θ with (3.4) if it is recognized as a short
circuit fault
7) Repeat 1) to 6) consecutively for a number of times and throw away obviously
erroneous fault location results, such as values of θ outside (0, 1)
For an open circuit fault, most of the results from 5) should be pointing to the same
cable section; for a short circuit fault, use the average of all reasonable fault location
results from 7) as an estimate.
Because the location of the fault (represented by θ ) is constant regardless of the
system load level, the series of random variable θ obtained in 7) should have the
same mean value. But as already discussed, they do have different variances.
Therefore, an unbiased estimation of E {θ } should be calculated with a weighted
average approach. However, when the system load variation is slow or normally
distributed, a simple average of θ series can be taken for the estimation of E {θ } ,
eliminating the need for calculating the variance of every θ . This simple approach
was used in the test case and was found to give satisfying results.
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3.4.4 Test case

A simplified version of the NEPTUNE network is shown in Figure 3.9. There are
ten backbone nodes and two voltage sources. The blocks between the backbone nodes
and the ground represent science loads. Between the two backbone nodes are the cable
resistances. The cable resistivity is 1 Ω/km.

Figure 3.9 A simple dc power network to verify the fault location algorithms
In the simulation, σ V = 0.1% , σ I = 1% , and system voltage and current
measurements are repeated 100 times. Science load variation has a normal distribution
with zero mean and 20% standard deviation.
Because of the existence of noise, there are times when the right fault type and
location can not be recognized. In the test simulations, fault identification accuracy
(FIA) is defined as the number of right or acceptable results versus the total number of
calculations (100). The test was carried out for 1000 times for both open circuit and
short circuit cases. The mean and the standard deviation of FIA from the 1000 tests are
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given. But because the fault location result from each calculation is not a stationary
random process, the statistical data of FIA may vary.
A. Detection and location of opened switches
An open circuit is simulated between node 2 and node 3. The value of error vector
δ in one calculation is shown in Figure 3.10. The elements corresponding to node 2

and node 3 are the largest and are approximately equal in amplitude, which verifies the
theoretical analysis in Section 3.4.1.
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Figure 3.10 Value of δ for open circuit
B. Detection and location of a high impedance fault
A fault with a grounding resistance of 2 kΩ is put between node 2 and node 3. The
distance between the fault and node 2 is 60 km. The total length of the cable between
node 2 and node 3 is 200 km. Thus, the fault location parameter θ is 60/200=0.3.
The mean value of FIA from 1000 tests is 87%, and its standard deviation is 25%.
The value of δ in one calculation is shown in Figure 3.11. Node 2 and node 3 have
the two largest elements in δ . Using (3.4), the value of θ is calculated for 100 times
based on 100 consecutive measurements in a simulation test. The series of θ calculated
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from this test is shown in Figure 3.12. The average of θ is 0.3000 with a standard
deviation of 0.0319.
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Figure 3.11 Value of δ for high impedance fault
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Figure 3.12 Fault location calculation results for high impedance fault
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The mean value of FIA from 1000 tests is 93%, and its standard deviation is 7%.
The simulation on the simplified NEPTUNE network shows that the algorithm
proposed to detect opened BU switches and a high impedance fault is effective and
practical even with some measurement noise. The algorithm requires obtaining data
from every operating science node in the system. In the case of some nodes being
down, the network admittance matrix discussed in Section 3.4.1 A needs to be
changed accordingly to use this algorithm. For example, if a science node under the
BUm is down and BUm is between BUj and BUk, then in the system topology
information, node m should be eliminated and cable sections jm and mk become one
single section jk. Then the algorithm can be applied to the “new” system.
3.5 Location of a severe fault

When the system encounters a severe fault, system voltage is lowered to below
500 V. BU switches adjacent to the fault are opened to isolate the faulted cable section.
Then the system is brought back to normal mode. Through the approach discussed in
Section 3.4, opened BU switches can be detected, and thus the faulted cable section is
identified. The exact location of the fault point requires the system to be shut down
and restarted through the procedure described in Section 3.1. The isolated cable
section is reconnected during the startup/restoration mode. Then in the fault location
mode, a low negative voltage is applied to the system and measurements (voltage and
current) are made in the shore stations. Based on the measurement data and the
knowledge of the faulty cable section, the exact location of the fault can be calculated.
The fault is then isolated again and the system voltage is brought up to normal values.
3.5.1 Calculations to locate a severe fault

The data obtained in the fault location mode include voltage and current
measurements in the two shore stations. The network equations become nonlinear
because the location of the fault (which affects the conductance between nodes) adds
an extra unknown variable in the admittance matrix.
The system nodal voltage equations (3.2) can be written as
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⎡YNN
⎢Y
⎣ SN

YNS ⎤ ⎡VN ⎤ ⎡ I N ⎤
+
=0
YSS ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣VS ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ I S ⎥⎦

(3.17)

where
YNN is the matrix containing admittances between non-voltage source nodes
YNS is the matrix containing admittances between non-voltage source nodes

and voltage sources
YSN = YNST
YSS is the matrix containing admittances between voltage sources
VN is the voltage vector of non-voltage source nodes
VS is the voltage vector of voltage source nodes
IN is the current injections vector into ground from non-voltage source nodes
IS is the current injections vector into ground from voltage source nodes

From (3.17) we get
YNNVN + YNSVS + I N = 0

(3.18)

YSNVN + YSSVS + I S = 0

(3.19)

and

In the fault location mode, system voltage is around -500 V, therefore, no science
loads are connected. Thus
I N = (0,
,0, I f )T
1L
23
N −1

(3.20)

where N-1 is the number of non-voltage source nodes in the system, excluding the
fault point, and If is the current injection into the ground from the fault point. If can be
obtained through
M

I f = − ∑ I Si
i =1

(3.21)

where M is the number of voltage sources in the system, and ISi is the current injection
into the ground from the ith voltage source.
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We use the same variable θ as in Section 3.4 to represent the fault location. Some
of the elements in the system admittance matrix are changed by the presence of the
fault. For example, if the fault is located on a cable section connecting a voltage
source to the network, the related elements in YNS and YSN become functions of θ. If
the fault is located inside the network, the elements related to the faulted cable section
in YNN are functions of θ. In both cases, from (3.18) we have

VN = −YNN −1 (YNSVS + I N ) = VN (θ )

(3.22)

YSN (θ )VN (θ ) + YSSVS + I S = 0

(3.23)

From (3.19) we have

Let
h(θ ) = YSN (θ )VN (θ )

and
b = −YSSVS − I S

Then we get a set of non-linear equations of θ:

h(θ ) − b = 0

(3.24)

3.5.2 Weighted least square method solving non-linear equations

Non-linear equations like (3.24) can be solved using the WLS method as follows.
Let θ* be the solution to (3.24), using Taylor expansions we get
h(θ ) = h(θ * + Δθ )
= h(θ * ) +

∂h(θ )
Δθ + h.o.t.
∂θ θ =θ *

where h.o.t represents the high order terms.
Let
H=

and

∂h(θ )
∂θ θ =θ *

(3.25)
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z = h(θ ) − b
From (3.25), ignoring the h.o.t.
z ≈ h(θ * ) + H Δθ − b = H Δθ

Write the above equation in the following form
H Δθ − z = 0

(3.26)

Δθ can be found by minimizing an objective function

J = r TWr
where
r = H Δθ − z

W = R −1 , with R being the covariance matrix of the measurements.
The objective function is minimized when
dJ
= 2 H T W ( H Δθ − z ) = 0
dz

Therefore
Δθ = ( H TWH ) −1 H TWz

(3.27)

θ * = θ − Δθ

(3.28)

Then the solution to (3.24) is

3.5.3 Procedures to solve equations to locate a severe fault

For the particular fault location equations in (3.24), we have

H=

dYSN (θ )
dV (θ )
VN (θ ) + YSN (θ ) N
dθ
dθ

(3.29)

Consider the case when a fault is inside the network. Only the elements related to
the faulted cable section in YNN are functions of θ. Therefore

dYSN (θ )
=0
dθ
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Then from (3.29), we get

H = YSN

dVN (θ )
dθ

(3.30)

From (3.18), we have

dYNN (θ )
dV (θ )
=0
VN (θ ) + YNN (θ ) N
dθ
dθ
Therefore

dVN (θ )
dY (θ )
= −YNN (θ ) −1 NN
VN (θ )
dθ
dθ

(3.31)

Inserting (3.31) into (3.30), we get

H = −YSNYNN (θ ) −1

dYNN (θ )
VN (θ )
dθ

(3.32)

Assume the fault is located on the cable section between node j and node k. Then
the node admittance matrix YNN can be written as

⎡Y * + YNN f
YNN = ⎢ NN
Y fN
⎣

YNf ⎤
⎥
Y ff ⎦

where
YNN* is the node admittance matrix of the network without faults
YNNf is the change to node admittance matrix caused by the fault
YNf is admittance vector between network nodes and the fault point
YfN = YNfT
Yff is the self admittance of the fault point

We also have
YNN f ( j, j ) = −Y jk + θ −1Y jk
YNN f (k , k ) = −Y jk + (1 − θ ) −1Y jk
YNN f ( j, k ) = −Y jk

(3.33)
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YNN f ( k , j ) = −Y jk
YNf ( j ) = −θ −1Y jk = YNf ( j )
YNf ( k ) = −(1 − θ ) −1Y jk = Y fN ( k )
Y ff = θ −1Y jk + (1 − θ ) −1Y jk

All the other elements in YNNf , YfN and YNf are zero.

dYNN (θ )
for (3.31) can be obtained from YNN immediately.
dθ
Similar to locating a high impedance fault in the normal mode, the accuracy of the
above calculations can be compromised with the existence of measurement noise.
Through repeated measurements and averaging the result from each calculation,
accurate location of the fault can still be obtained.
Assuming the fault is inside the network, the procedure to locate a severe fault in
the fault location mode is summarized below. (The approach is similar when the fault
is on the cable between a shore station and the network.)
1) Obtain voltage VS and current injections from the system IS from the two shore
stations.
M

2) Calculate I f = − ∑ I Si , where M is the number of voltage sources in the system,
i =1

and ISi is the current injection into the system from the ith voltage source.
I N = (0,
,0, I f )T ,where N-1 is the number of non-voltage source nodes in the
1L
23
N −1

system, excluding the fault point.
3) Choose an initial value for θ, such as 0.2.
4) Based on the knowledge that the fault is located on the cable between node j and
k (refer to Section 3.4), calculate the following:

⎡Y * + YNN f
YNN (θ ) = ⎢ NN
Y fN
⎣

YNf ⎤
⎥
Y ff ⎦
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VN (θ ) = −YNN −1 (YNSVS + I N )
h(θ ) = YSNVN (θ )
b = −YSSVS − I S

z = h(θ ) − b
H = −YSNYNN (θ ) −1

dYNN (θ )
VN (θ )
dθ

Δθ = ( H TWH ) −1 H TWz

θ = θ − Δθ
5) Repeat 4) until Δθ is small enough.
6) Adjust the shore station voltages, and repeat 1) to 5) for a number of times to
obtain a series of estimates on the value of θ. Take the average of the estimates and
use it as the location of the fault.
3.5.4 Test case

The same simplified network as in Section 3.4.4 is used to test the algorithm. In the
simulation, standard deviations for voltage and current measurements are σ V = 0.1% ,
and σ I = 1% , respectively. System voltage and current are measured at two shore
stations and repeated 100 times. The shore station voltages are randomly adjusted
around -500 V each time the measurements are taken.
A short circuit fault with a grounding resistance of 2 kΩ is put between node 2 and
node 3. The distance between the fault and node 2 is 60 km. The total cable length
between nodes 2 and 3 is 200 km. Thus, the fault location parameter θ is 60/200 = 0.3.
Calculation results of θ from one simulation test are shown in Figure 3.13. The
mean value as an estimate of θ from the data is 0.3003, and the standard deviation is
0.0742.
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Figure 3.13 Fault location results for a severe fault
3.6 Combined fault location and state estimation

The high impedance fault location problem discussed in Section 3.4 can also be
solved along with the task of estimating system voltages, when some measurement
data are believed erroneous or not available. It thus becomes a combined parameter
and state estimation algorithm.
3.6.1 Algorithm description

With the presence of a fault, the system nodal voltage equations become

Y (θ)V + I = 0
The formation of admittance matrix Y(θ ) requires the knowledge of the faulty
cable section, i.e., between which two nodes the fault is located. This can be obtained
by the calculation of the error vector δ in (3.3). If there are abnormally large elements
in δ, then the fault is located between the two nodes corresponding to the two largest
elements. If it is a short circuit fault (refer to Section 3.4.1 for the determination of
fault type from δ), Y (θ ) is formed in a way similar to YNN in (3.3) except that both
voltage source and non-voltage source nodes are included in Y (θ ) .
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Using the node voltage and current injection measurements from the shore stations
and science nodes yields the following
V − Vmeas = 0
Y (θ )V + I meas = 0

(3.34)

where Vmeas and I meas are the node voltage and current injection measurements,
respectively.
Let
x = (V , θ )T

and

b = (Vmeas , − I meas )T
then (3.34) can be written as

h( x ) − b = 0

(3.35)

Equation (3.35) can be solved using the WLS method described in Section 3.5.2.
Similar to the other fault location algorithms, the accuracy of the above calculations
can be compromised with the existence of measurement noise. Through repeated
measurements and averaging the result of each calculation, accurate location of the
fault can still be achieved.
The procedure of doing a combined fault location and state estimation in the
normal mode is summarized below.
1) Obtain node voltage Vmeas and current injections from the system to ground I meas
from the shore stations and science nodes.
2) Insert Vmeas and I meas into δ = YV + I to evaluate the error vector δ. Y is the
original admittance matrix for the system without a fault. If there are abnormally large
elements in δ, then a fault is located between the two nodes corresponding to the two
largest elements. If it is determined that a short circuit fault exists, then continue with
the combined fault location and state estimation procedure.
3) Choose initial values for V and θ.
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⎡ V ⎤
T
4) Let x = (V , θ )T , h( x ) = h(V , θ ) = ⎢
⎥ and b = (Vmeas , − I meas ) .
θ
(
)
Y
V
⎣
⎦
Calculate the following:

z = h( x ) − b
H=

∂h( x )
∂x

Δx = ( H TWH ) −1 H TWz
x = x − Δx

5) Repeat 4) until Δx is small enough.
6) Repeat 1) to 5) to obtain a series of estimates of the value of θ as well as the
system node voltages. Take the average of the estimates of θ and use it as the location
of the fault.
3.6.2 Test case

The same simplified network as in Section 3.4.4 is used to test the algorithm. In the
simulation, standard deviations for voltage and current measurements are σ V = 0.1% ,
and σ I = 1% , respectively. System node voltage and current injections are measured
100 times. The science load variations at every time the measurement data is collected
satisfy normal distribution with zero mean and 20% standard deviation.
Case 1: A short circuit fault with a grounding resistance of 2 kΩ is put between
node 2 and node 3. The distance between the fault and node 2 is 60 km. The total
length of cable between node 2 and 3 is 200 km. Thus, the fault location parameter θ is
60/200 = 0.3.
To test the state estimation result as well as the effect of bad or missing sensors on
the fault location result, voltage and current data of node 8 are assumed erroneous, and
given zero weight in the calculations. This is also equal to the situation when
communications to node 8 are lost, thus, the data from it become unavailable.
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Calculation results of θ from one simulation test are shown in Figure 3.14. The
mean value as an estimate of θ from the data is 0.3037, and the standard deviation is
0.0349.
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Figure 3.14 Fault location results in Case 1 using the combined fault location and state
estimation method
The state estimation result from one calculation is shown in Figure 3.15. The
voltage measurement data of node 8 is higher than the voltage source nodes, which
indicates that it is bad data. In the estimation result, the estimated voltage is very close
to the true value.
Case 2: A short circuit fault is put into the system at the same place as in Case 1,
i.e., θ = 0.3 between node 2 and 3, but with a much smaller grounding resistance of
180 Ω. Voltage on node 2 is pulled down by the fault to below 5 kV, which will result
in the loss of communications from node 2. All other measurements are assumed
within the correct tolerance.
In the simulation, data of node 2 are set as: V2 = 10 kV and I2 = 1 A, because they
will not be obtained from real measurements. The weight of the two variables is set to
0.01 (a value much smaller than the weights of other valid measurements).
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Figure 3.15 State estimation result in Case 1 using the combined fault location and
state estimation method
Calculation results of θ from one simulation test are shown in Figure 3.16. The
mean value of θ is 0.3151, and the standard deviation is 0.0059.
The state estimation result of one calculation is shown in Figure 3.17. The voltage
of node 2 is set to 10 kV manually. In the estimation result, the estimated voltage is
very close to the true value.
Case 1 and Case 2 demonstrate that when there is bad or missing data in the system
measurements, it is still possible to locate the fault as well as getting a good estimate
of the system voltages. This can not be achieved by using the method discussed in
Section 3.4. However, the combined fault and state estimation method needs the
analysis in Section 3.4 to provide knowledge of the faulty cable, and sometimes it
does not converge. Therefore, both methods should be considered.
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Figure 3.16 Fault location results in Case 2 using the combined fault location and state
estimation method
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Figure 3.17 State estimation result in Case 2 using the combined fault location and
state estimation method
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3.7 Summary

In this chapter, the operation design for the NEPTUNE power system is described.
This design involves new concepts such as fault isolation in an interconnected network.
The problem of locating various types of faults is also addressed. Practical fault
location algorithms showing satisfying results are proposed and verified through
extensive simulation tests. The accuracy of the fault location results is affected by the
location of the fault but limited by only the number of measurements.
Another important aspect to consider in building and operating a power system is
the issue of stability. This is discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Stability Analysis of the NEPTUNE Power System
The NEPTUNE power system consists of a large number of power electronic
converters. Tens of 10 kV to 400 V dc-dc converters are connected to the shore
stations through undersea cables up to several thousand kilometers long. In each
science node, multiple low voltage converters are connected to the 10 kV converters to
power the various science loads. The power electronic maintains a constant power
output regardless of the variations with the input voltage. This characteristic
introduces potential stability concerns to the system. This chapter will first examine
the stability issues in a simplified dc power delivery system, and then describe the
models and approaches used to study these issues in a large power network like the
NEPTUNE power system. Finally, the stability problems in ac and dc power systems
are compared to help gain a greater understanding of the issue.
4.1 Stability issues in a dc power system

Stability has been studied in small scale dc power systems such as space stations
and computer systems. These systems usually are a compact size, which is
characterized by cascaded converters connected with short cables or wires. Stability
problems in a large dc power delivery system with thousands of kilometers of cables
connecting power sources and converters have not been studied systematically. This
section will investigate the type of stability issues in a large dc power delivery system
by analyzing a simplified system model.
4.1.1 Steady-state stability

A power converter usually delivers a tight regulated voltage to its load, therefore,
when the load remains the same, the converter outputs constant power regardless of
the variation at its input. A simplified dc power delivery system in which a converter
is powered by a voltage source through a cable is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 A simplified dc power delivery system
In Figure 4.1, Vs is the dc voltage source, rL, L and C are the equivalent lumped
parameters for the cable section, and Po is modeling the load converter. The system
dynamics can be studied using the following state equations

L

diL
= Vs − rL ⋅ iL − vC
dt
C

dvC
P
= iL − o
dt
vC

The system is nonlinear because of the term

(4.1)

Po
introduced by the constant power
vC

load property of the converter.
At equilibrium points, the system must satisfy

diL
=0
dt
dvC
=0
dt

(4.2)

Therefore, equations of the system’s equilibrium points are
Vs − rL ⋅ iL − vC = 0

iL −

Po
=0
vC

(4.3)

Solving (4.3), yields
Vs ± Vs 2 − 4 Po rL
vC =
2

(4.4)
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iL =

Po
vC

Because the value of the state variables must be real, for the equilibrium points to
exist, the following condition must hold

Vs 2 − 4 Po rL ≥ 0

(4.5)

When the voltage source Vs and cable parameter rL are fixed, (4.5) specifies a
constraint on the maximum output power to the load, which is
Po ≤

Vs 2
4rL

(4.6)

The load voltage corresponding to the maximum power output is

vC =

Vs
2

(4.7)

Example 1:
Assuming the parameters for the system of Figure 4.1 are Vs = 10 kV, rL = 1000 Ω
(the resistance of 1000 km cable, approximately), the relation curve between load
voltage vC and Po at equilibrium points is determined by (4.3) and is shown in
Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 vC ~ Po curve in the example system
From Figure 4.2 we can see that the maximum amount of power that can be
delivered to the load is 25 kW, and the corresponding load voltage is 5 kV.
Other than the situation with maximum power, the system has two equilibrium
points according to (4.4) and Figure 4.2. The point with higher voltage and lower
current is the preferred equilibrium state. A satisfactory operating condition should be
ensured by allowing for a sufficient “power margin.”
Note:
Figure 4.2 suggests that the system remains at the preferred equilibrium point as
long as the load voltage (VC) is above one half of the source voltage (Vs). Therefore,
reducing or totally shedding the load when VC falls close to half of Vs will ensure the
system’s steady-state stability.
The constraint on output power, resulting from the steady-state analysis, essentially
results from the law of energy conservation. Satisfaction of this constraint will
guarantee the system has an equilibrium point. However, when disturbance occurs, the
system will deviate from the equilibrium point. Whether the system can come back to
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equilibrium is determined by its dynamic stability characteristic. This is discussed in
Section 4.1.2.
4.1.2 Dynamic stability

A. Small-signal stability
Small-signal stability is also called local stability or stability in the small. The
system is said to be locally stable about an equilibrium point if, when subject to small
perturbation, it returns to the original state as time increases (asymptotically stable), or
it remains within a small region surrounding the equilibrium point but does not return
to the same point (limit cycles). In practice, we are usually interested in asymptotic
stability [30].
According to dynamical system theories (Hartman-Grobman Theorem), the
stability characteristic of a nonlinear system around its equilibrium is the same as its
linearization. Therefore, small-signal stability of a nonlinear system is analyzed by
linearizing the system’s state equations at the equilibrium point. The stability is given
by the linearized system’s eigenvalues (i.e., eigenvalues of the nonlinear system’s
Jacobian matrix).
For the system represented by (4.1), linearizing it at point (IL, VC) yields
L

diˆL
= Vs − rL ⋅ iˆL − vˆC
dt

C

dvˆC ˆ
P
= iL + o2 vˆC
dt
VC

(4.8)

where iˆL and vˆC are the small deviations from the equilibrium point (IL, VC) the state
variables experience after a small disturbance.
The system’s Jacobian matrix can be obtained from (4.8)
⎡ rL
⎢− L
A= ⎢
⎢ 1
⎢⎣ C

The characteristic equation of A is

1 ⎤
L ⎥
⎥
Po ⎥
CVC 2 ⎥⎦
−

(4.9)
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⎛ rL
P ⎞
1
− o 2 ⎟λ +
=0
LC
⎝ L CVC ⎠

λ2 + ⎜

(4.10)

The condition of small-signal stability is that all roots of the system’s characteristic
equation have negative real parts. For (4.10), this condition is equivalent to

rL
P
− o 2 >0
L CVC

(4.11)

Hence, the constraint for an equilibrium point to be small-signal stable is
VC >

Po L
rLC

(4.12)

Note that VC must be positive.
The stability depends on the cable parameters and power output to the load. This is
shown in the following example.
Example 2:
For the same system of Figure 4.1, assume the cable has the parameters (same as
the cable chosen for NEPTUNE):
r = 1 Ω/km, l = 0.3947 mH/km, and c = 0.179 μF/km.
Also assume the cable length is 1000 km:
rL = 1000 Ω, L = 0.3947 H, and C = 179 μF.
The boundary between stable and unstable equilibrium points is shown in
Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3 Boundary between stable and unstable region in small-signal sense for
Example 2
Only the equilibrium points located within the stable region in Figure 4.3 can be
reached in the steady state. In Figure 4.4, the stable region boundary curve and the
equilibrium point curve of the same system are drawn together, so that those stable
equilibrium points can be determined.
It can be seen from Figure 4.4 that most of the equilibrium curve is stable.
Therefore, the example system will have two stable equilibrium points with any power
output below 25 kW.
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Figure 4.4 Small-signal stable region and equilibrium curve for Example 2
Because the small-signal stable region depends on the cable parameters, it can have
a much smaller intersection with the equilibrium curve than is shown in Figure 4.4.
This is shown in Example 3.
Example 3:
For the same system configuration as that of Example 2, with cable inductance
increased to 39.47 mH/km, cable capacitance reduced to 0.0179 μF/km, and all other
parameters remaining the same, the equilibrium curve and stable region can be drawn
in Figure 4.5 for comparison.
In the case shown in Figure 4.5, the lower part of the equilibrium curve is located
in the small-signal unstable region. It adds another constraint on the maximum power
that can be delivered to the load, which is limited to the power at point A instead of
25 kW from the steady-state analysis.
Conclusion:
The maximum power that can be delivered to the load is reduced after considering
the small-signal stability requirement under certain circuit parameters.
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Figure 4.5 Small-signal stable region and equilibrium curve for Example 3.
The relative damping of each root of the characteristic equation of a system can be
investigated to determine the system’s relative stability. It is measured by the damping
ratio ζ of each complex root pair. The classical form of a second order characteristic
equation is

λ 2 + 2ζωnλ + ωn 2 = 0
Hence, we can obtain ζ for the simplified dc power delivery system at equilibrium
point through (4.10)

ζ =

LC ⎛ rL
Po ⎞
⎜ −
⎟
2 ⎝ L CVC 2 ⎠

(4.13)

With the system parameters of Example 3, the relation between ζ and Po is shown
in Figure 4.6.
We see in Figure 4.6 that a larger output power Po results in a smaller damping
ratio ζ. Hence the system tends to oscillate at very heavy loads. Besides Po, the
damping ratio also depends on cable parameters as (4.13) shows.
Conclusion:
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Figure 4.6 Relation between system damping ratio ζ and output power Po
By examining (4.13), we find the system’s damping ratio increases with the
increase of resistance rL and capacitance C, and decreases with larger inductance L and
output power Po. These are helpful guidelines for small-signal stability considerations
in system design.
B. Large-signal stability
In a nonlinear system, the system state variables can not reach an equilibrium point
from every starting point. The region on a phase plane around the equilibrium point,
from where the system can reach equilibrium, is called the system’s stable region.
Usually caused by large external disturbances, the system can run away from the
stable region, thus becoming unstable.
For the example systems, the stable region is determined by circuit parameters
including Vs, cable parameters and Po. The effect of Po on the system’s stable region is
revealed by comparison of Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. Both figures plot the system’s
stable region on a phase plane with the inductor current and capacitor voltage being x
and y axis, respectively. The system parameters are the same as those of Example 3,
except in Figure 4.7 Po = 10 kW, and in Figure 4.8 Po = 18 kW.
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Figure 4.7 Phase diagram showing stable region for the example system with
Po = 10 kW
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Figure 4.8 Phase diagram showing stable region for the example system with
Po = 18 kW
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Figure 4.7 shows that if the initial value of iL is 0 amp, the system will reach the
equilibrium point with vC higher than 5 kV, while in Figure 4.8, vC tends to crash even
starting from 8 kV.
Suppose the system is operating at its equilibrium point when a short circuit fault at
the load suddenly occurs. The fault draws a large current from the capacitor (refer to
the system circuit diagram in Figure 4.1) and vC falls to 5 kV when the fault is cleared
by protection circuits. We assume the fault clearance is fast so that iL stays almost the
same. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show that if the normal power output Po is 18 kW, the
system will not be able to return to the equilibrium point, while with Po = 10 kW it
will. In conclusion, the system represented in Figure 4.7 can withstand larger
disturbances than that of Figure 4.8.
One meaningful system operation design principle derived from the above
discussion is that during system startup (right after Vs is turned on) Po should be zero
and then ramp up slowly to avoid going into the unstable region on the phase plane.
This section discussed several aspects that need to be addressed in the stability
analysis for a dc power system with constant power load. Based on the discussion of
the example systems, the stability of a networked power system similar to NEPTUNE
is investigated in Section 4.2.
4.2 Stability analysis of large dc power systems

In a large dc power system, power sources and converters are interconnected and
cascaded through cables. The system dynamics are influenced by this wide array of
components. The analysis of the several stability aspects observed in Section 4.1
requires more complicated techniques to be used. In this section, the models and
approaches for each type of analysis are proposed or summarized to study the stability
of a large dc power system such as NEPTUNE. For each analysis, appropriate cable
and converter models are first identified, then the approaches are described, and some
examples are given to demonstrate the proposed approaches.
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4.2.1 Steady-state stability

Section 4.1 discussed how the power delivered through a cable section is limited by
its length. To maintain steady-state stability, the power at the load end must be lower
than the maximum power that can be delivered. This is an important aspect in making
system operating decisions. In the steady-state stability analysis, we are concerned
about how far away the system’s load level is to the power limit, in other words, the
proximity to voltage instability. In a networked power delivery system like NEPTUNE,
this type of stability can be analyzed based on the power flow analysis approach,
similar to the methods used in ac power systems. Also, the stability under both normal
circuit topology and topologies with certain types of defects (e.g., isolated cable
sections) need to be studied.
A. Cable and converter models
Equation (4.6) shows that the steady-state power limit at a load is the function of
power supply voltage and cable resistance, independent of cable inductance and
capacitance. Therefore, in the circuit model for steady-state analysis, only cable
resistance needs to be considered.
Converters can be modeled as constant power loads because in the steady state they
always maintain constant power output regardless of input voltage changes.
B. V ~ P sensitivity analysis
From Figure 4.4 we observe that along the upper half of the equilibrium curve, load
voltage Vc decreases monotonically with the increase of power Po, and the derivative
of Vc with regard to Po increases monotonically. This suggests we may be able to get
the relative position of an equilibrium point on the curve by looking at the derivative
of Vc with regard to Po, in other words, the sensitivity between load voltage and power.
From (4.4) we can get the relationship between load voltage and power at the upper
half of the equilibrium curve
Vs + Vs 2 − 4 Po rL
VC =
2
Choose the power limit given by (4.6) as the base value and normalize Po

(4.14)
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Po = Pmax P* =

Vs 2
P*
4rL

(4.15)

Substitution of Po given by (4.15) in (4.14) yields
VC 1 + 1 − P*
=
=V*
Vs
2

(4.16)

The sensitivity between V* and P* is
dV *
1
=−
*
dP
4 1 − P*

(4.17)

Therefore, the mapping from relative power level P* to V ~ P sensitivity is one to
one. We can use V ~ P sensitivity as an indicator for the proximity of Po to Pmax. This
is an alternative method for steady-state stability analysis. It is explained below how
the approach is applied in a network environment.
The relationships between load voltages and currents can be represented using the
node admittance matrix
⎡ I1 ⎤ ⎡Y11 Y12
⎢ I ⎥ ⎢Y
Y
⎢ 2 ⎥ = ⎢ 21 22
⎢L⎥ ⎢ L L
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎣ I n ⎦ ⎣Yn1 Yn 2

L Y1n ⎤ ⎡V1 ⎤
L Y2 n ⎥ ⎢V2 ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥
L L ⎥ ⎢L⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥
L Ynn ⎦ ⎣Vn ⎦

(4.18)

where
n is the total number of nodes in the network
Ykk is the self admittance of node k
= sum of all the admittances terminating at node k
Yjk is mutual admittance between nodes j and k
= negative of the sum of all admittance between nodes j and k
Vk is the voltage to ground at node k
Ik is the current flowing into the network at node k
The power drawn from the network at node k is
Pk = −Vk I k
Note that Ik is the current flowing into the network.

(4.19)
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From (4.18), we get
n

I k = ∑ Y jkVk
j =1

(4.20)

Substitution of Ik given by (4.20) in (4.19) yields
n

Pk = −Vk ∑ Y jkV j
j =1

(4.21)

At an equilibrium point with a specified load level, the power P and voltage V at
every node in the network satisfy (4.21). The effect of power variation at load k on the
network node voltages can be shown by linearizing (4.21) at the equilibrium point
n

ΔPk = −Vk ∑ Y jk ΔV j − 2VkYkk ΔVk
j =1
j ≠k

(4.22)

where ΔP and ΔV are the small changes of power and voltages, respectively.
Writing the relationship in (4.22) for every node in matrix form, we have
⎡ ∂P1
⎢ ∂V
1
⎡ ΔP1 ⎤ ⎢
⎢ ΔP ⎥ ⎢ ∂P1
⎢ 2 ⎥ = ⎢ ∂V1
⎢L ⎥ ⎢
⎢
⎥ ⎢L
⎣ ΔPn ⎦ ⎢ ∂P
⎢ n
⎢⎣ ∂V1

∂P1
∂V2
∂P1
∂V1
L
∂Pn
∂V2

∂P1 ⎤
∂Vn ⎥
⎥ ⎡ ΔV1 ⎤
∂P1 ⎥ ⎢
L
ΔV2 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
∂V1
⎥ ⎢L ⎥
L L ⎥⎢
⎥
ΔVn ⎦
⎥
⎣
∂Pn
⎥
L
∂Vn ⎥⎦
L

(4.23)

Equation (4.23) is usually written in a simpler form in ac power system analysis as
Δ P = JΔV

(4.24)

where J is called the Jacobian matrix.
With (4.24) we can, therefore, easily compute the expected small changes in V for
small changes in P as long as J −1 exists. This sensitivity information is useful for
estimating the steady-state stability of the system. Equation (4.17) shows that an
increase on load power should decrease load voltage when the system is stable. Also,
as the load power is close to its limit, V ~ P sensitivity goes up rapidly. Therefore, it
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indicates instability if a large load voltage drop is accompanied by a small increase of
load.
C. V ~ P curves at a particular load

The distance to instability may be measured in terms of absolute load level. The
margin is determined by subtracting the power limit by the present load level.
For a network with multiple distributed voltage sources and loads, the power limit
at a specific load (referred to as load k) depends on every voltage source and every
other load in the system. Using the following algorithm, a V ~ P curve similar to
Figure 4.4 can be computed for load k by fixing the source voltages and the power at
all other loads:
1) Specify the source voltages and the power level at all other loads P
2) Choose the initial values for node voltages V
3) Choose the load level Pk at load k
4) Obtain the Jacobian matrix using (4.22)
5) Obtain ∆V using (4.24)
6) V = V+ ∆V
7) Repeat 4) to 6) until ∆V is small enough
8) Repeat 3) to 7) to calculate different points on the V ~ P curve
We can slowly increase Pk at step 3) when doing the above calculations. If Pk
exceeds the power limit at load k, ∆Vk (or ∆Vk /∆ Pk ) will become abnormally large.
Thus the limit can be found.
For a network of scale such as the NEPTUNE power system, the number of nodes
is 30 to 40. The V ~ P curves can be calculated with real time data, and then the power
margin at every node can be determined.
For a larger network with more nodes, a real time stability margin may not be
possible to obtain. In this case, a large number of power flow calculations can be
executed in advance for different combinations of load levels to make the curves
useful for real time operating decisions.
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The suggested algorithm is used on the simplified system shown in Figure 4.9,
which is the same system as in Figure 3.9.

Figure 4.9 A simple dc power network to demonstrate V ~ P relationship
Power flow calculations show that when every load in the system is the same, node
6 has the lowest voltage and voltage collapse will occur at about 15 kW. We set the
other loads at 15 kW and draw a V ~ P curve for node 6, which is shown in
Figure 4.10.
In Figure 4.10, the abnormal shape at the end of the curve indicates that voltage
collapse has occurred.
A group of V ~ P curves of node 6 is shown in Figure 4.11, when the load level of
other nodes varies from 0 to 15 kW.
With V ~ P curves as shown in Figure 4.11, the stability margin of node 6 can be
easily determined based on the present load level.
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Figure 4.10 V ~ P curve of node 6 in the simplified system when all other loads are at
15 kW
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Figure 4.11 V ~ P curves of node 6 in the simplified system when all other loads are at
0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 kW, from top to bottom, respectively.
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D. Measures to improve steady-state stability

Equation (4.6) shows that the steady-state power limit is determined by power
supply voltage and cable resistance. In the design phase of the system, choosing cables
with lower resistance will achieve higher power delivery limits, thus steady-state
instability is less likely to occur. Increasing the power supply voltages can also
increase the power limits, hence, the steady-state stability is improved.
Figure 4.11 shows that voltage collapse occurs at about 5 kV for node 6, no matter
the system load level. Therefore, in the science node converter design, a threshold
above 5 kV can be determined. Below the threshold voltage, the converter should stop
operating to avoid voltage collapse.
4.2.2 Small-signal stability

Small-signal stability problems appear in dc power systems as oscillating voltages
and currents at the converters’ input or output. It usually occurs when the impedance
following the voltage source is large [31], or a converter is powering multiple
converters at its output. In this section, appropriate models of cables and converters for
small-signal stability analysis are discussed first. A detailed converter model that
reveals the converter’s frequency characteristics is compared with the simple constant
power load model. Then the Nyquist criterion widely used to evaluate stability of
cascaded converters is introduced.
A. Cable model

Small-signal stability is a characteristic determined by a system’s dynamic
response to small disturbances at an equilibrium point. Therefore, cable inductance
and capacitance as well as resistance need to be considered. The cable can be modeled
either using a distributed parameter model or a lumped-element model. If a lumpedelement model is used, the parameters should closely agree with the distributed
parameter model for the whole spectrum of frequencies of interest.
The frequency spectrum for small-signal stability study depends on the converter
controller bandwidth. Below the controller bandwidth, the converter appears as a
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constant power load in the system, beyond this frequency, the converter tends to show
a characteristic of constant impedance, and hence there is no stability problem.
Again, we use the cable in the NEPTUNE power system as an example.
The 10 kV to 400 V dc-dc converters in NEPTUNE have a controller bandwidth of
about 10 kHz. The cable parameters are R = 1 Ω/km, L = 0.3947 mH/km, and
C = 0.179 μF/km. The equivalent π circuit of a cable is shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12 Equivalent π circuit of a cable
The parameters in Figure 4.12 can be calculated with
Z e = Z C sinh( γl )

Ye
1
γl
tanh( )
=
2 ZC
2
ZC =
γ=

z
y

(4.25)

yz

z = R + jωL

y = G + jωC
where l is cable length.
When γl

1 , Ze and Ye can be approximated as follows
Z e ≈ zl

Ye yl
≈
2
2
At 10 kHz, for a cable of 1 km, we have
Ze = 0.9090 +j23.6646
Ye = j0.0115

(4.26)
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and
zl = 1.0000 +j24.7997
yl = j0.0112

The two pairs of results are close.
When the cable is 2 km, we have
Ze = 1.3163 +j40.8903
Ye = 0.0001 + j0.0248

and
zl = 2.0000 +j49.5995
yl = j0.0225

The difference becomes large.
Therefore, when using small cable sections to model cables in NEPTUNE for
stability analysis, the cable section length should not exceed 1 km.
B. Converter model

The constant power load model we a converter used before is an approximation of a
real converter. It has a negative resistance effect in the small-signal sense, which is
shown by the following.
From the definition of power, neglecting the loss of the converter, we have
Po = Vin I in

(4.27)

where Po is the converter power output, and Vin and Iin are the converter input voltage
and current, respectively.
In small-signal analysis, linearization of (4.27) gives
ΔPo = Vin ΔI in + ΔVin I in

(4.28)

Then the small-signal impedance of the converter is
V
V 2
ΔVin
= − in = − in
ΔI in
I in
Po

(4.29)

The constant power load shows a negative resistance for all frequencies, while the
impedance shown by a real converter is frequency dependent.
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This section introduces a canonical model for the small-signal study for all types of
dc-dc converters.
A physical converter normally can operate in continuous conduction mode (CCM)
and discontinuous conduction mode (DCM). The circuit models for the two operating
modes are different. However, most of the time, a converter is designed to run in CCM,
hence the CCM model is the one of interest here. The canonical CCM model of a
converter with its control loop is shown in Figure 4.13 [15, 18]. The model represents,
with appropriate expressions for the parameters, any dc-dc converter including buck,
boost, buck-boost, and various extensions from the three basic topologies. The
parameter values for the three basic converters are collected in Table 4.1 [18, 24].

μ :1
Vs + Vˆs

λVf ( s )d

λV

Zi

R

Re

d

Le

V + Vˆ

C

Z ei

D+d

R

Gc ( s )

Figure 4.13 A canonical small-signal model for dc-dc converters
Table 4.1 Parameters for the three basic converters in the canonical model
μ

λ

f ( s)

Le

Buck

1
D

1
D

1

L

Boost

1− D

1
1− D

Buck-boost

1− D
D

1
D (1 − D )

sLe
R

L
(1 − D )2

sDLe
R

L
(1 − D )2

1−
1−
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In Figure 4.13, Vˆs and Vˆ are small variations on Vs and V , respectively. The
transformer is an ideal voltage conversion component, which has a ratio μ:1 for all
frequencies down to dc. D is the equilibrium value of switching duty ratio, and d is
the small variation on D . Gc ( s ) represents the transfer function of the control circuit,
including phase compensation circuit, amplifier and pulse width modulator. The
resistance Re is an “effective” resistance that accounts for various series ohmic
resistances in the actual circuit. The element Le is also an “effective” inductance.
Analysis of the circuit model of Figure 4.13 gives the following results [18]:
The loop gain T, which includes the effect of converter power stage and control
circuit, is
T = Gc ( s )λVf ( s ) H e ( s )

(4.30)

where H e ( s ) is the voltage transfer function from point A to point B in Figure 4.13.
The converter close loop input admittance is
1
T
1 ⎛ 1 ⎞
1
1
=
− 2 ⎟+
⎜
2
Z i 1 + T f ( s ) ⎝ μ R ⎠ 1 + T μ Z ei

(4.31)

where Zei is the input impedance seen from point A in Figure 4.13. It includes Re and
Le in series with C and R in parallel.

1
is therefore the converter open loop
μ Z ei
2

admittance.
From (4.29) we can also get the admittance of a constant power load model
−1

−1

⎛ Vin 2 ⎞
⎛
⎞
1
Vin 2
1
=
−
=
−
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟ =− 2
*
−1 2
Zi
μ R
⎝ Po ⎠
⎝ (Vin μ ) / R ⎠

(4.32)

At frequencies lower than the controller bandwidth, the magnitude of loop gain T is
large, thus, the first component in (4.31) dominates and Zi is a little larger but very
close to Zi*. At frequencies above the controller bandwidth, T falls below unity,
therefore, the second component dominates and Zi is close to μ 2 Z ei . This is the same
as the converter input impedance without close loop control. Hence, the converter
shows no negative resistance effect at high frequencies and will not cause a stability
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problem. [18] shows that at some value of loop gain T, usually around crossover
frequency, the converter can have a more serious negative resistance effect than the
constant power load model. Therefore, analyzing stability using (4.32) is not sufficient,
and the more accurate form in (4.31) needs to be considered.
C. Small-signal stability criterion

In a dc power system, converters are not connected directly to an ideal voltage
source. Between them there can be converter input filters, cables or output impedance
of the upstream converter. In these cases, small-signal stability can be analyzed using
the Nyquist criterion [18].
Assume the power source has source impedance Zs, and voltage transfer function
Fs(s) when it is not loaded. The converter, as the load, has an input impedance Zi, and

voltage transfer function Fc(s). The system’s Thevenin equivalent is obtained as
shown in Figure 4.14.

Vˆ

Zs
Fs ( s )Vˆs

Zi

R

Figure 4.14 Small-signal equivalent circuit for a converter (shown as load) powered by
a non-ideal source
Note that in Figure 4.14, Zi includes the effect of resistance R (load of the
converter). The voltage on R is
Vˆ = Vˆs Fs ( s ) Fc ( s )

1
1 + Z s / Zi

(4.33)

Therefore, the stability of the system can be determined by imposing Nyquist
criterion on Z s / Z i .
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Normally, in converter input filter design, Z s < Z i is made to guarantee converter
stability. However, when the converter with an input filter is connected to a voltage
source through cables, equivalent source impedance is increased; therefore, potential
stability problems may still exist. In a network environment, particularly, the problem
is more complicated for the following reasons:
1) The power delivery cables are interconnected
2) The equivalent source impedance is affected by other converters in the system
3) The source impedance varies with load levels
These complications make the application of Nyquist criterion complicated.
Methods have been proposed to ensure the stability of large dc power systems [32-36].
In [36], the design of experiments (DoE) method is used to run computer simulations
with small-signal models. Frequency responses of the circuit are studied to determine
the Nyquist stability margin and identify critical cases. A large number of
combinations of system changes, such as load variations and component aging, are
considered in DoE.
4.2.3 Large-signal stability

We have discussed the approaches to study stability problems with a dc power
system in the steady-state and small-signal sense. Steady-state stability is about
whether or not a system has an equilibrium point. Small-signal stability is about
whether or not the system can return to the equilibrium point after a small disturbance.
In a real system, large disturbances, as well as small perturbations are quite frequent,
such as at system startup, short circuit faults, and loss of loads or power sources.
These disturbances can cause the system’s state variables to deviate largely away from
the equilibrium point. If the system is linear, meaning its response is proportional to
the amplitude of the disturbance, then a small or large disturbance makes no difference
in terms of stability. However, a real dc power system is always nonlinear, partly
because the converters are constant power loads, and partly because there are
nonlinear functions in the converter circuitry. The nonlinear functions in a converter
include switching actions, amplitude limitation in the compensator, over voltage and
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over current protections, and sometimes nonlinear control functions in the controller.
Therefore, a real dc power system is nonlinear, and as shown in Section 4.1.2 C, the
system may not be able to return to its equilibrium point after jumping into some
region on the phase plane. The system’s behavior under large disturbances must be
studied to ensure it can withstand the various events happening frequently.
To study the system’s large-signal property, computer modeling and hardware
verification are used [37]. To simulate a dc power system using computers, one can
either build a replica of the real circuit in the simulation software, or represent all or
part of the circuit with mathematical functions. The advantage of the first approach is
that it is easy to implement, but it usually requires longer simulation time, more
powerful computer processors and larger memory. Particularly, when simulating a
switching power converter, the converter’s switching frequency is usually from tens of
kHz to over 1 MHz. A much smaller simulation time step than the switching
frequency is needed for accuracy, which can cause simulating a large system to be
very time-consuming or even impractical. For this reason, average models have been
developed for converters to reduce simulation time, which also makes computer
simulations of large dc power systems possible. The cable model for large-signal
analysis is the same with small-signal analysis, since it is a linear component. This
section discusses the techniques to model a converter circuit for large-signal study.
Investigating the system frequency response using the average circuit models built for
large-signal analysis generates the same results as using the small-signal models
discussed in Section 4.2.2 [38, 39]. Therefore, by just building a large-signal model of
the system it is adequate to do dynamic stability analysis. Modeling results for the
NEPTUNE power system are shown in Section 4.2.4.
A. Average model of converter switches

A general PWM switch model can be applied to all kinds of PWM converters
[22, 23]. As an example, a buck converter, its switching circuit and the switches’
large-signal model is shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15 Converter switch large-signal average model with buck converter example
In Figure 4.15, the designations a, c, and p refer to active, common and passive,
respectively. c terminal is the one connecting the energy storage element, which is
usually an inductor. D is converter PWM duty ratio. It is defined as the portion of time
during which c is connected to a terminal. The model is essentially an ideal
transformer with conversion ratio D, working under all frequencies down to dc. This
general switch model can be used as a basic building block to analyze any PWM
converters. When doing small-signal analysis, the model can be linearized at an
equilibrium point. The linearized model is omitted here, as we are only interested in
using the model for large-signal analysis. In computer simulation, the switches in the
converter power stage are replaced with the equivalent circuit of Figure 4.15 so that
larger simulation time steps can be used.
B. Average model of voltage mode control

Voltage mode control is the simplest type among converter control approaches. It
uses the difference between converter output voltage and voltage reference as the
input to the compensator. The output of the compensator is compared with a saw-tooth
signal and the comparison result is transformed to duty ration through a flip-flop. The
diagram of voltage mode control for a buck converter is shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16 Buck converter with voltage mode control
The functionality of the pulse modulator (composed of the comparator and flip-flop)
is illustrated in Figure 4.17. The input of the modulator is vc, and the output is duty
ratio D. The duty ratio is determined by

D = vc V p

(4.34)

Therefore the modulator can be modeled as a gain 1 V p with limits of minimum and
maximum duty ratio levels.

Figure 4.17 Determination of duty ratio for voltage mode control
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The functional block diagram of the average model for voltage mode control is
shown in Figure 4.18, where
Fm= 1 V p

(4.35)
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Figure 4.18 Functional block diagram of voltage mode control average model
C. Average model for peak current mode control

A lot of converters employ peak current mode control for its performance on
reducing susceptibility to input voltage variations, improving stability and pulse by
pulse current limiting [24]. The peak current mode control circuit is shown in
Figure 4.19 with a buck converter example.
In Figure 4.19, the signal from the voltage compensator is compared with the
inductor current to determine the switching duty ratio. An external saw-tooth signal is
added to the current signal to improve stability [17]. The current signal can come from
the inductor or the switch. The scheme of peak current mode control is directly
relating current information to the pulse modulator. Therefore, an average
representation of this part must be developed to obtain an average converter model.
The functionality of the pulse modulator with current mode control is illustrated in
Figure 4.20. The relationship between duty ratio D and vc and iL is
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1
RiiL + Se DTs + Sn DTs = vc
2

(4.36)

where Se = V p Ts , and Sn = Ri (Vs − V ) L for buck converter. Se and Sn are the rising
slope of the external ramp and real-time inductor current, respectively.
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Figure 4.19 Buck converter with current mode control
From (4.36), we get
D = ( vc − RiiL )

2
( 2 Se + Sn ) Ts

(4.37)

The functional block diagram of peak current mode control is shown in Figure 4.21,
where
Fm =

D
2
=
vc − Ri iL ( 2 Se + Sn ) Ts

(4.38)

More complicated large-signal models than that of Figure 4.21 have been proposed,
usually taking into account the circuit structure change (or sampling effect) caused by
switching actions [24, 25]. Normally, however, the converter controller bandwidth is
far below its switching frequency, about one tenth of it, and above controller
bandwidth the converter has no negative resistance effect, therefore no stability issue.
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Thus, for the stability study it is not necessary to consider the sampling effect in the
converter model.

Vp

Figure 4.20 Determination of duty ratio for peak current mode control
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Figure 4.21 Functional block diagram of peak current mode control average model
D. Modeling of other functions in converter controllers

A real converter controller has other functions that will affect its large-signal
performance, such as soft start circuit, over voltage shutdown, under voltage shutdown
and over current protection. These functions can be added to the converter average
model directly without any change from the circuit schematics.
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4.2.4 Modeling of the NEPTUNE science node converter

This section presents the modeling results for the NEPTUNE power system science
node converter. The model of the converter is built in the circuit simulation software
PSIM using the approach described in Section 4.2.3. The simulation results from the
model are compared with lab test results to verify its effectiveness.
A. PSIM model of the NEPTUNE power converter

Based on the modeling approaches discussed in Section 4.2.3, an average model
was built in PSIM for the 10 kV to 400 V dc-dc converter designed for NEPTUNE.
The converter circuit is composed of 48 small converter stages. Each converter stage
has 200 V input and 50 V output. The inputs of all the 48 stages are in series. The
outputs of eight stages are put in series to compose a module outputting 400 V. Then
the outputs of six such modules are paralleled. All the converter stages share the same
control circuit. A description of the converter circuit can be found also in Section 5.2.1.
The modules for converter power stages and control circuit built in PSIM are shown in
Figures 4.22 to 4.25.

Figure 4.22 Equivalent circuit for an 8-stage converter

Figure 4.23 Equivalent circuit for an 8-stage converter with voltage and current
sensors for control purpose
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Figure 4.24 10 kV to 400 V converter (48-stage) circuit model
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Figure 4.25 Average circuit model for NEPTUNE converter controller
B. Comparison of simulation and lab test results

To verify the model, a simple test circuit was built as shown in Figure 4.26.
Comparison between the simulation results and test results are shown in Figures 4.27
to 4.30. The modeling results match very well with the test data.

Figure 4.26 Circuit diagram for lab test and simulation
In the test shown in Figure 4.26, the startup transient and step load change transient
on the input current and output voltage are monitored.
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a. Lab test (Scale: 100 V/div)

b. Simulation
Figure 4.27 Startup output voltage at no load with Vin = 8 kV
In Figure 4.27, both results show a startup ramp up time of about 8 ms, and a curl at
the beginning. Output voltage of the converter is at 402.38 V, while the simulation
result is 403 V.
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a. Lab test (scale: 250 mA/div)

b. Simulation
Figure 4.28 Start up input current at no load with Vin = 8 kV
In Figure 4.28, both curves show that the converter input current ramps up during
startup and reaches a maximum when the output voltage arrives at 400 V.
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a. Lab test (scale 200 mV/div)

b. Simulation
Figure 4.29 Dynamic load response of the output voltage for a step load 0-5 A with
Vin = 8 kV
In Figure 4.29, because of the model’s “average” characteristic, the ripple at
switching frequency from the test result can not be seen from the simulation. But the
low frequency characteristics of the two curves are the same. Both curves show a
voltage drop of about 0.4 V and a recovery time of about 1 ms.
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a. Lab test (scale 1 V/div)

b. Simulation
Figure 4.30 Dynamic load response of the output voltage for a step load 0-13.2 A with
Vin = 8 kV
In Figure 4.30, both curves show a voltage drop of about 2.8 V and a recovery time
of about 0.25 ms.
The comparison between the simulation results and lab test results shows that the
model of the NEPTUNE node converter sufficiently represents the characteristics of
the real converter. With the node converter model, a model of the entire NEPTUNE
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power system can be built, and the various effects of system changes including source
voltages, load variations and the isolation of cables, can be tested on the model.
4.3 Comparison of stability problems in ac and dc power systems

The stability problem in ac and dc power systems has similarities from the root of
the concept. But because of the differences between the power source and load
characteristics in the two systems, modeling approaches are different in the stability
analysis.
4.3.1 Steady-state stability

Ac system steady-state stability analysis needs to consider both active and reactive
power balance. Therefore, the power delivery limit is constrained by all parameters of
transmission lines including R, L and C. This is also called voltage stability problem in
ac power systems. The reactive power balance appears more influential in ac system
voltage stability because the transmission lines have much larger L and C effect than R.
The power delivery limit in dc systems is constrained by the transmission line (or
cable) resistance only, because only active power balance is involved.
4.3.2 Dynamic stability

Dynamic stability analysis in ac power systems is mainly concerned with the
synchronization between generators, or angle stability. Synchronization is threatened
when large variations on the generators’ electric power output occurs (e.g., caused by
severe faults). The changes on the electric power output can affect the kinetic energy
on the rotors, which changes the rotor angle, and in turn affects maximum electric
power output. Instability happens when the increased kinetic energy causes rotor
angles to shift across the 90o threshold, and reduces the electric power output
consequently.
In dc systems there is no synchronization problem between power sources.
Although large disturbances will cause oscillations on system voltage and current, the
oscillations will disappear shortly if the system is well damped. When the system
lacks damping, oscillations can last for a time. If the disturbance is large enough, the
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system can be drawn into the unstable region, and then experiences a progressive and
uncontrollable decline in voltage.
The lack of damping in dc power systems is caused by the negative resistance
effect of the power converters (being constant power loads). Therefore, instability is
likely to happen when the system is heavily loaded, and it can be solved by adding
damping, such as a shunt RC branch, to the system. For comparison, in ac power
systems, there are few strict constant power loads, and they are paralleled with a
majority of constant impedance loads. Therefore, lack of electric damping is not a
major problem in ac power systems.
Because mechanical systems with large time constant are involved in the
oscillations in ac power systems, the oscillation frequency is usually below several Hz.
At the same time, the oscillation in a dc power system can be up to hundreds of kHz,
depending on the scale of the system, because only small time constant electrical
systems are involved. Because of this, steady-state power flow calculations can be
used in ac systems to obtain the voltages and currents of the power network while
analyzing generators stability; in dc systems the cable network model must be
simulated together with the converter model to investigate system dynamics.
The eigenvalue approach can be used for small-signal stability analysis in both ac
and dc power systems. Because many dc systems are low voltage, comparatively low
power and smaller scale, measurement of power source and load impedance is
possible, and small-signal stability is usually investigated using Nyquist criterion.
Transient computer simulation is used for both ac and dc power systems to perform
large-signal stability analysis. Because the time constant in dc systems with switching
power converters is very small (the switching frequency is very high), average models
of the converters usually have to be used to simulate larger systems.
4.4 Summary

Analysis of the stability problems in a simplified dc power system, led to
categorization of the problems into three aspects: steady state, small signal and large
signal. (The last two aspects are also called dynamic stability.) Appropriate models
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and approaches for conducting stability analysis in a dc power network such as
NEPTUNE were described. The steady-state stability analysis approach is proposed by
the author since there is not any previous work available. The approaches for smallsignal and large-signal analysis were available from the literature because the topic
has been well-studied for dc power systems in space stations and computing servers. A
large-signal average model with appropriate simplification for the NEPTUNE science
node converter was built in PSIM and the simulation results matched well with lab test
results. This model, therefore, can be used to investigate the dynamic stability of the
entire NEPTUNE power system. Finally, the stability problems in ac and dc power
systems were compared to help gain a greater understanding of the issue.
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Chapter 5
Branching Unit and Science Node Startup System Design
The infrastructure hardware of NEPTUNE power system has three main
components: the power source (shore stations), the delivery network (backbone and
spur cables, BUs) and the user interface (science nodes). Among these components,
the power source and undersea cables are commercially available. The BUs
connecting backbone cables to spur cables are to be designed and built. The BU must
implement the system operations described in Chapter 3. The science node is
composed of two converters and a power monitoring and control system. This chapter
is focused on the design of BU system, and the startup system for the science node
converters. The information regarding other components of the science node such as
the 10 kV to 400 V dc-dc converters, the 48 V and other low voltage converters, the
load management circuit, and power monitoring and control system can be found in
[1, 40-43].
5.1 Branching unit system

The BU system has essentially two functions:
1) To connect the backbone and spur cables by closing switches
2) To isolate faulted backbone or spur cables by opening switches
The BU system design involves the configuration of switches and their control
circuit to implement the protection scheme under a given set of constraints. Among
these constraints are:
1) No direct communication link exists between the BUs, or between BUs and
shore stations
2) The energy needed for the switching and control functions in the BUs must be
obtained from the backbone cable, which can be as low as 500 V and as high as 10 kV
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3) The BU control circuit should use the minimum number of components, and
they should be highly reliable
4) The BU control circuit should dissipate minimal power, in order to hold down
the internal temperature and thereby allow maximum lifetime
Bounded by these constraints, the BU circuit must be simple, and yet must operate
autonomously with enough intelligence to identify and complete the intended
operations in various system modes. The design proposed in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2
will meet these challenges.
5.1.1 BU circuit for closing switches

The circuit configuration in a BU is shown in Figure 5.1. The BU control circuit
can be separated into two parts based on their functions: the circuit to close switches
and the circuit to isolate fault. The second part is contained in the controllers L and R
underneath the zener diodes in Figure 5.1, which will be discussed in Section 5.1.2.
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Figure 5.1 BU system configurations
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The configuration of the switches and control circuits in the BU are both
symmetrical (Figure 5.1). This way, the circuit will perform the same functions when
the system is energized to either end.
A. Switching circuit

The BU switching circuit is composed of four high voltage switches connecting
two backbone cables and one spur cable. The switches are latching type switches with
two operating solenoids: one for closing (C) and one for opening (O). (The latching
status is changed when either solenoid is energized.) S1 and S3 are controlled by the
circuit on the left side of the switches, and S2 and S4 by the circuit on the right side.
The connections between backbone cables or between backbone and the science node
are redundant. Two back-to-back zener pairs are in series with the backbone cable to
supply power to the BU control circuit. The series inductance L is to protect the zener
diodes from possible damage caused by spikes in current in the backbone cable. The
science node is connected to the backbone cable through a spur cable.
B. Control circuit

The BU control circuit for closing the switches (Figure 5.1) is the shunt circuit
between the backbone and sea ground. Each shunt circuit consists of closing solenoids
(C1 and C3, or C2 and C4) for the two switches (S1 and S3, or S3 and S4), a capacitor
C, a Silicon Diode for Alternating Current (SIDAC) Q, a resistor R and 3 diodes D1 to
D3.
To understand the closing operation of the BU switches, assume that the shore
station is on the left side of the BU in Figure 5.1. The shore stations apply a positive
voltage in the startup/restoration mode, thus the diode D1 in the left shunt branch
allows capacitor C to charge. When the voltage across C reaches the breakover voltage
of the SIDAC (Vbr), the SIDAC conducts. After Q is closed, C discharges its energy
into the closing solenoids C1 and C3. Hence, S1 and S3 are closed. After S1 is closed,
the closing circuit on the right closes S2 and S4 in the same way. Then the next BU
performs the same closing process until all BUs are closed.
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In normal mode, the current in the shunt circuit is blocked by the high voltage
diode D1. Thus, no closing actions are needed. However, the leakage current of D1
may still charge C slowly and eventually reaches the SIDAC breakover voltage. Then
C will discharge through D3, which may damage Q because the discharge current is in
the reverse breakdown mode of the SIDAC. This problem is prevented by adding
diode D2 in parallel with C. The reverse voltage across C will be limited to D2’s
forward voltage when the backbone voltage is negative. D3 in the figure is a
freewheeling diode for the solenoids.
C. Control circuit parameters

There are several parameters to be determined in the control circuit: SIDAC
breakover voltage, charging resistor R and energy storage capacitor C.
SIDAC breakover voltage (Vbr) should be as low as possible, because the switches
can only be closed when the backbone voltage is higher than Vbr. If there is any fault
in the system during the startup mode, the backbone voltage can be very low. On the
other hand, Vbr needs to be high enough to operate the switches.
In choosing the values for R and C, we need to consider the following aspects:
1) The time required to close a single BU, i.e., the period from when the BU is
energized to the moment the capacitor C is charged up to Vbr. It is referred to as “pulse
delay time” which must comply with the startup time requirement for the NEPTUNE
power system. For example, the whole system needs about 5 minutes to close all
switches with each BU taking 15 seconds. In operation the time will be less because
the network topology allows several nodes to close at the same time.
2) The pulse generated by discharging C to close the switches must be wide enough
to meet the requirement of the solenoids.
3) The energy dissipated from the charging resistor must be small so that the
resistor can be housed inside the BUs where heat dissipation is poor. The shore station
must maintain the positive voltage for the period needed to close all BUs, and the
components must be rated to allow this time to be extended.
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Define td as the time required to close a single BU, or pulse delay time. td is
calculated as follows.
From the RC charging circuit

Vbb (1 − e

−

td

τ1

) = Vbr

(5.1)

where Vbb is the backbone voltage, Vbr is the SIDAC breakover voltage, and τ 1 = RC .
Thus
td =τ 1 ln

Vbb
Vbb − Vbr

(5.2)

The width of the pulse tw satisfies

I 0e

−

tw

τ2

= I th

(5.3)

where I 0 = Vbr Rsol , Ith is the SDIAC holding current, and τ 2 = Rsol C . Rsol is the
solenoid resistance.
Thus
tw = τ 2 ln

Vbr / Rsol
I th

(5.4)

The relationship between the values of R and C and the pulse characteristic is given
in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Pulse characteristic of BU closing circuit with different RC parameters
#

R
(105 Ω)

C
(μF)

Loss
(W)

Pulse delay time
td (s)

Pulse width
tw (ms)

1

5

170

0.5

11.21

42

2

5

340

0.5

22.4

84

3

2.5

340

1

11.19

84

Note: Loss in the circuit is calculated as I R ⋅Vb with Vb = 500 V .
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5.1.2 BU circuit for fault isolation

The circuit must be designed to implement the second function of the BU, which is
to isolate the faulted backbone or spur cables by opening its switches. In this section,
all the cited time instants t1, t2 and t3 are referring to the corresponding symbols in
Figure 3.4.
A. Control circuit for isolating spur cable faults

According to the operation design, spur cable fault is checked in every BU at the
end of t2 in the fault isolation mode. If there is any current flowing in the spur cable in
the fault isolation mode, a fault exists in the spur cable. In the circuit implementation,
three conditions need to be satisfied to open the spur cable switches:
1) The present operation mode is fault isolation
2) The time t2 has elapsed
3) There is current flowing in the spur cable.
A schematic of the circuit is shown in Figure 5.2. The first condition is checked by
the voltage divider. If the backbone voltage is negative and below 500 V, the system
logic is in the fault isolation mode. The timing in the second condition can be
implemented using an RC delay circuit in the controller. This delay circuit gives the
same delay time t2 in every BU. The third condition requires sensing the spur cable
current. It is done by the optic isolation amplifier in series with the spur cable switches
S3 and S4. The current sensing need not be precise since what really matters is the
existence of current. The diode anti-paralleled with the optic isolation amplifier is to
bypass the optic diode when the backbone voltage is positive, therefore the optic diode
does not need to bear high reverse voltages.
When the above three conditions are satisfied, the logic circuits in the controllers L
and R energize the solenoids of S3 and S4. Thus the spur cable switches S3 and S4 are
opened.
The circuit block diagram shows (Figure 5.3) the voltage sensing, timing and
current sensing circuits for checking the these three conditions. The controllers are
powered by the back-to-back zener diodes on the backbone. The logic circuit in the
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controller is sitting at the backbone voltage level. Both voltage sensing and current
sensing output are at the same potential, hence no high voltage isolation is required,
thus simplifying the implementation.

Figure 5.2 BU circuit for opening spur cable fault

Figure 5.3 Functional block diagram of fault isolation circuit in the BU controllers
B. Control circuit for isolating backbone faults

As addressed in Section 3.3, when the backbone voltage is negative and below
500 V, the BU controllers enter fault location mode and start their timing function.
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After t2 (a preset value for all BUs) has elapsed, all spur cable faults should have been
isolated. Then the controller starts another timing process ending at t3 for fault
isolation in the backbone circuit. The value of t3 is proportional to the voltage at the
BU where the controller is located, as shown in (3.1). If no voltage jump and current
drop are seen at the BU before t3, the BU controller opens the switches under its
control to isolate the backbone fault. The controllers in all BUs are coordinated based
on the voltage and current, instead of exchanging data through a communications
system. The circuit schematic for isolating backbone faults is shown in Figure 5.4.
O1

O2

O3

O4

Current sensing

Controller L

Vcc1

Gnd_L

Voltage sensing

Controller R
Gnd_R

Vcc2

S1
Backbone

Backbone

S2

L
S3

S4

Spur cable

Sea ground

Science node

Figure 5.4 BU circuit for isolating backbone cable faults
The circuit includes voltage sensing, current sensing and logic functions inside the
controller. When t3 has elapsed and a BU needs to isolate a fault, depending on which
side of the BU the fault is located, switches S1 and S2 and one of the two spur cable
switches (S3 or S4) are opened. Thus, the fault is isolated while maintaining the
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science node connected to one side of the backbone network. The location of the fault
and the status of related switches are shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 location of fault and related switch status
Fault location

S1

S2

S3

S4

Left side of BU

Open

Open

Open

Closed

Right side of BU

Open

Open

Closed

Open

The conditions that need to be satisfied to open backbone switch S1 and S2 are:
1) The present operation mode is fault isolation
2) t3 has elapsed
3) No sign of voltage jump and current drop
Similar to isolating a spur cable fault, the first condition is evaluated sensing the
backbone voltage. The value of t3 is set at the end of t2 based on the backbone voltage
at each BU. A considerable variation of voltage and current, which indicates the fault
has been isolated by other BUs, can be caught by a differential circuit. The signal
generated by the differential circuit is used to terminate the timing and disable any
further operations in the BU.
The conditions that need to be satisfied to open spur cable switch S3 (or S4) are:
1) S1 and S2 are opened
2) The fault is on the left (or right) side of the BU
The circuit functional block diagram is similar to that in Figure 5.3. Again, it can
be implemented using a small number of analog components.
5.2 Science node converter startup system

Science node converters provide an interface between the NEPTUNE power system
and science users. It converts the high voltage of the backbone to usable low voltages
for the scientific sensors.
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A block diagram of the science node power system configuration (Figure 5.5)
shows -10 kV coming from the backbone via spur cables first converted to 400 V, then
to 48 V. The 10 kV to 400 V dc-dc converters in the science nodes accept input
voltages ranging from -5.5 kV to -10 kV. Outside this range, the converter is disabled.
The maximum power output of the converter is 10 kW [41]. In each science node,
there are two 10 kV dc-dc converters, with one of them in cold standby. The converter
is designed by JPL [40]. A brief introduction of the converter design is given in
Section 5.2.1. For the conversion from 400 V to 48 V, there are commercially
available products. The remainder of this section is dealing with the startup procedures
of the converters and the associated circuit design.

Startup
and A/B
selection
circuit

Sea Return

10kV to 400V
converter A
400V Bus
10kV to 400V
converter B

400V to 48V
converter
8 modules
400V to 48V
converter

Power controller
(Monitoring and control)

External
load
control
switches

Science
connectors

-10kV

Internal
load
control
switches
Internal load connectors
and voltage conversion

Figure 5.5 Functional block diagram of the science node power system
5.2.1 10 kV to 400 V dc-dc converters

The 10 kV to 400 V dc-dc converter consists of 48 power converter stages. The
input side of each stage is connected in series so that every converter withstands 1/48
of the input voltage (approximately 200 V). The output of every converter stage is
50 V. Eight stages are connected in series at the output to give 400 V. Six of these
modules are connected in parallel to give an output of 10 kW (total current is
25 A) [41]. The design is a very good embodiment of the methodology: using a large
number of low-power and low-cost components to compose a high power system with
some redundancy.
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Each converter stage is a two-switch forward converter with peak current mode
control. The current in the primary-side switches are sensed and compared to the error
signal from the voltage feedback amplifier to determine the duty cycle. The secondary
side uses synchronous rectification, which keeps the inductor current running in CCM
even without load, which is helpful for system stability as well as simplifying the
controller design. The configuration of 48 power converter stages is shown in
Figure 5.6. The circuit block diagram of a converter stage is shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.6 Top level block diagram of a 10 kV to 400 V dc-dc converter with
interconnections between individual converter stages.
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Figure 5.7 Functional block diagram of a 200 V to 50 V power converter stage
5.2.2 Science node startup operations and circuit

In the science node, a set of operations need to be performed before starting up the
10 kV to 400 V converters. These operations include the control of the 10 kV switches
connecting the input power cables to the converters, checking converter faults at the
converter input, and providing the converters with startup power. This section presents
a solution to the startup procedure.
5.2.2.1 Startup operations

The initial startup process is controlled locally by an A/B selection circuit. After
one of the two converters starts, 400 V and 48 V are available for the science loads as
well as the internal loads such as the power controllers and the communications
subsystem.
The converters are connected to the spur cable through the high voltage latching
switches (Figure 5.8). The function of the high voltage latching switches S1_A and
S1_B is to power the converters or isolate them. The converter is disconnected from
V_in when it is not needed, so that less voltage stress is imposed on the components.
The 3 kΩ resistor is used to limit the initial inrush current due to the capacitance of the
converters’ input filters. It is bypassed by S2 after the converter starts. The switches
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S1_A, S1_B and S2 are vacuum type latching switches. To extend their lifetime, the
control for the switches is designed to operate them at low current.

Figure 5.8 Science node converter input configuration
The science node system has to be autonomous during startup because the
communications system will not be operational. The challenge is how to inform the
science nodes of the intended operation. Some sort of signal must be sent from the
shore stations. This is achieved using different voltage levels and polarities at the
shore stations as communication signals. The startup sequence of operations is
performed, in conjunction with the shore stations, in 11 steps:
1) All switches in Figure 5.8 are latched open when the shore station voltage is set
to a positive voltage of about 500 V; the positive voltage is the signal for only this
action
2) After a few minutes, the shore station voltage is reversed to about -500 V. This
low value of negative voltage is the signal for switch S1_A (only) to be closed
3) Fault condition is checked at the input of converter A. If a fault exists, a nonzero current will flow, and switch S1_A is opened
4) Whether or not a fault is detected, switch S1_B is closed
5) Fault condition is checked at the input of converter B. If a fault exists, switch
S1_B is opened
6) The shore station voltage is increased to -10 kV gradually
7) Switch S2 is closed when the voltage reaches -5.5 kV so that the resistor is
bypassed before the converter starts
8) The control circuit for converter A is powered
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9) If the output voltage rises to 400 V, switch S1_B is opened
10) If converter A cannot start, converter B is turned on and switch S1_A is opened
11) If converter B cannot start, switch S1_B is opened, and the system needs
maintenance
Step 1 is to reset the science node power system to a fixed and known pre-start
condition. Positive polarity of the operating voltage is used in this step to reduce the
possibility of misinterpretation by the science nodes.
In steps 2 to 5, switches are closed to connect the converters to the input power
cable unless a fault is detected. Low negative voltage and the 3 kΩ resistor insure that
switches S1_A or S1_B are not damaged even if a short circuit exists.
In steps 9 or 10, switch S1_A or S1_B may be opened at high voltage. This is
allowed because the converter is started at no load; therefore, the current flowing
through the switches is almost zero.
After the above operations are completed, any fault at the input of the converters is
isolated during the low voltage period; if one converter fails to start, it is isolated and
the other converter starts. If a converter fails during normal operation, the startup
operations are repeated to start the second converter.
Logic circuits have been developed to carry out the startup operations. They are
presented in Section 5.2.2.2. For convenience, the startup operations in steps 1 to 5
will be referred to as switching logic and operations in steps 6 to 11 as A/B selection
logic.
To carry out these operations, a low voltage power supply is required to power the
logic functions and to provide startup power to the converters. It is referred to as the
converter startup power supply. Specifications and solutions to implement the startup
power supply are discussed in Section 5.2.2.3.
5.2.2.2 Logic circuit for startup operations

A. Switching logic circuit

The purpose of the switching logic circuit is to isolate or connect the power cable
coming into the science node to the converters, and check if any fault exists at the
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converters’ input connections (right after switches S1_A and S1_B in Figure 5.8). If a
fault exists, the related converter is isolated from the input cable. The logic includes
different operations at +500 V and -500 V. The functional block diagram of the
switching logic circuit is shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9 Switching logic circuit block diagram
The purpose of the voltage polarity sensing circuit is to use the system voltage
polarity to determine which operations need to be performed. It compares the potential
of sea ground with respect to the startup power supply voltage, using the fact that
when the science node input voltage is positive, the startup power supply positive
terminal is about 12 V higher than sea ground, and when the science node input
voltage is negative, the positive terminal is at about the same potential of the sea
ground [44].
The operation at positive voltage is relatively simple: opening all switches
including S1_A, S1_B and S2. At negative voltage, a series of operations must be
carried out in the sequence illustrated in Figure 5.10.
The series of operations are implemented using a clock signal, a counter and
appropriate logic gates. In every clock cycle, the counter output moves forward one bit,
and the logic functions connected to the next counter output are activated and
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performed. The method is illustrated in Figure 5.11. The operations under negative
voltage are carried out from time step t1 through t5.

Figure 5.10 Logic sequence for switching operations
“0”
“1”
Clock

Counter
“n”

Logic function 1
Logic function 2

Logic function n

Figure 5.11 Logic sequence implementation block diagram
In Figure 5.10, Vflag is an internal status memory indicating whether or not the
operations defined at -500 V have been completed. A_OK and B_OK are two
memories indicating the “health condition” of converter A and converter B,
respectively. The value and corresponding meaning of the memories are listed in
Table 5.3. The information bits of A_OK and B_OK are sent to the power controllers
in the science nodes after the whole system starts up and then transmitted to the shore
stations. Thus, the converter connection status is known to the control center. These
memories are implemented using small-signal latching switches.
The task to check for faults at the converters input is challenging because it is
required that a current as little as 1 mA should be identified as fault current when the
converter is not operating. Ideally, the current sensing should be connected to the high
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voltage side to better detect any fault. Presently, no accurate current sensing technique
is implemented to detect such a small dc current at 10 kV because it is hard to isolate
the current sensing device. A different approach is adopted in the fault current
detection circuit (Figure 5.12). The scheme is in fact measuring a voltage signal
instead of direct current measurement. Two voltage dividers are used to measure the
voltage across the 3 kΩ current-limiting resister when S1_A or S1_B is closed. If any
fault exists at the input of the converters, a current will be flowing through the 3 kΩ
resistor. A voltage difference Vd will be detected between the outputs of the two
voltage dividers. To reduce the heat dissipation at -10 kV, the voltage dividers have a
total resistance of 150 MΩ. The output ratio for each voltage dividers is 1:100, so that
it is compatible with the logic circuit input when V_in is at -500 V. However, when
the fault current is small, Vd is also very small. For example, if a current of 1 mA is
flowing through the 3 kΩ resistor, Vd is only 0.03 V. Further, the large output
impedance makes it difficult to measure Vd. The two voltage dividers are selected
carefully to match each other closely. High input impedance and common mode
rejection ratio are required for the amplifier to detect Vd. An accurate instrumental
amplifier followed by a carefully designed low pass filter was chosen to complete the
task.
Table 5.3 Register values and meanings of switching logic circuit
state

Vflag

A_OK

B_OK

“0”

Switching operations are
finished

Converter A has fault

Converter B has fault

“1”

Switching operations are
to be performed

Converter A is OK

Converter B is OK

The Vcc low detection block in Figure 5.9 monitors the power supply voltage. The
power supply has a very slow pulse-like shape [44, 45], and the logic may not be able
to complete its sequence during one burst of power, which lasts about 200 ms. When
the power supply voltage is below a threshold, the logic operations are disabled.
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Knowledge of the status of the circuit is maintained from one cycle to the next with
mechanical switches and by powering the counter with an energy storage capacitor.
When the next pulse of the power supply comes, the circuit is able to continue
carrying out the unfinished logic functions.

Figure 5.12 Fault detection circuit
The clock signal controls how long each operation in Figure 5.10 takes. A short
clock period can reduce the energy consumed by the logic circuit, so that less energy
is required from the startup power supply. However, there are constraints for the
minimum clock period imposed by the operations. For example, closing or opening
vacuum switches S1_A or S1_B requires no less than 10 ms. Also, the initial charging
current into converters A or B takes 10 to 15 ms to subside. Therefore, the clock
period needs to be longer than this time when using the circuit shown in Figure 5.12 to
detect faults.
B. A/B selection logic circuit

The purpose of the A/B selection logic circuit is to start one of the two converters
at an appropriate input cable voltage and switch to the other one if the first one fails.
The circuit block diagram is shown in Figure 5.13.
The voltage sensing hysteresis circuit monitors the voltage on the input to the
science node. When the voltage is more negative than -5.7 kV, the converter is turned
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on. When the voltage is less than -5.2 kV, the converter is shut off. The converter
operation characteristic is shown in Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.13 A/B selection logic circuit block diagram

Figure 5.14 Converter input turn on characteristics
After one converter is turned on successfully, the converter house-keeping power
supply (HKPS) takes over to energize the logic circuit, and the supply voltage goes up
from 12 V to 16 V (Figure 5.15). The 400V_OK detection circuit sees this change as a
signal indicating a converter has been started successfully.

Figure 5.15 Power supply waveform when a converter is started successfully
Each time the science node power system starts up, converter A is tried first. If
converter A does not start, either because a fault is detected and S1_A is opened, or
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because the converter fails, the logic circuit starts converter B at the next pulse of the
startup power supply. The status of the converters is maintained during the interval of
two power supply pulses. A counter supported by a large energy storage capacitor is
used as a memory for this purpose. The output from the voltage sensing hysteresis
circuit acts as the clock signal to trigger the counter.
The logic functions of the A/B selection circuit are as follows (see also Figure 5.16).
1) When the input voltage goes more negative than -5.7 kV, a positive pulse from
the voltage sensing hysteresis circuit is sent to the counter. Hence the counter output
moves forward to “1”, and the 10 kV switch S2 is closed to bypass the current limiting
resistor. Then the PWM control circuit of converter A will be energized. After
converter A outputs 400 V correctly, the counter is reset to “0” by the 400V_OK
detection circuit. S1_B is opened to isolate converter B from the input voltage.
2) If for any reason, converter A does not start, the counter stays at “1” waiting for
the next power pulse. The next time the startup power supply comes up, the counter
receives a clock signal from the voltage sensing hysteresis circuit. Its output moves
forward from “1” to “2”, and converter B starts. When converter B outputs 400 V,
S1_A is opened to isolated converter A from the input cable.
3) If converter B does not start either, the counter output moves to “3”, and S1_B is
opened; both converters have failed to start and the science node needs to be repaired.
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Figure 5.16 Logic sequence for converter A/B selection
The lab test results are shown in Chapter 6.
5.2.2.3 Converter startup power supply

The converter startup power supply must receive its energy directly from the
backbone system when the voltage is in the range of 500 V to 10 kV. The output of
this supply is 12 V with reference to the sea ground to power the various logic and
MOSFET driving circuits. The continuous energy of the supply is about 0.16 Ws with
an energy burst of about 40 W for 4 ms. Because of the location on the seafloor and
the wide input voltage range, the startup power supply in the science node is a
challenge to design. In the following, some commonly used converter startup
techniques are reviewed, and their applicability to the NEPTUNE power system is
discussed. Then a startup power supply design solution is presented.
A. Available converter startup techniques

Generally, a high voltage converter uses a HKPS to power its control and switching
actions. However, before a converter starts, HKPS can not provide energy. Hence,
there must be a temporary energy source for the control and driving circuits at the
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beginning of their operation. With the switching of power semiconductors in the
converter, the HKPS gets its energy from an auxiliary winding of the converter’s main
transformer or the converter’s output. Several known converter startup methods are
discussed below [46-49].
Figure 5.17 shows the control circuit bias voltage supported by an energy storage
capacitor. The capacitor receives its charging current from the input line via a startup
resistor. After the capacitor is charged to a preset threshold voltage, the control circuit
starts switching. The startup current is provided via both the startup resistor and the
bypass capacitor. The voltage across the capacitor will eventually drop because of the
discharging action but it must always be above the under voltage lock-out (UVLO)
threshold, which is usually several volts lower than the first threshold voltage. The
value of the resistor and the bypass capacitor need to be chosen appropriately so that
they can supply the control circuit with the maximum required startup current and
avoid triggering UVLO.

Vout

Vin

VCC

Figure 5.17 Converter startup circuit 1
It is easy to see that when large startup current is needed, small startup resistors and
larger energy storage capacitors have to be used, which leads to low efficiency and
large sized components.
Adding a linear regulator (Figure 5.18) improves the efficiency of the startup
circuit. Thus, larger value startup resistors can be used and the size of the capacitor
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can be reduced. But this configuration is not suitable for high input voltage because
the transistor must withstand the entire input voltage.

Vout

Vin

VCC

Figure 5.18 Converter startup circuit 2
Another method to generate a startup bias voltage involves a relaxation circuit
composed of a startup resistor, a capacitor and a voltage regulator (Figure 5.19). The
RC circuit is followed by a diode ac switch (DIAC). The DIAC blocks the current
until the voltage across it reaches its breakover voltage (Vbr), and then a pulse is
generated. The energy in the capacitor is used by the voltage regulation circuit to
power the initial switching operations until the auxiliary winding starts to generate
output. This method does not require large capacitors or small startup resistors. In
addition, the transistors only withstand low voltages. The drawback, however, is the
complexity of the circuit. Also, because the DIAC ratings are usually small, it is not
useful when large startup current is needed.
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Vout

Vin

VCC

Figure 5.19 Converter startup circuit 3
A technique that is more suitable for tapping power from a high voltage input and
providing large startup current uses a more complex relaxation circuit (Figure 5.20). A
programmable unijunction transistor (PUT) is used to trigger the thyristor connecting
the energy storage capacitor and the voltage regulation circuit. The capacitor C1 is
charged through R1. When the PUT anode voltage reaches a point set by R2 and R3, the
PUT gets into its conduction state, and the thyristor is triggered. The voltage
regulation and isolation circuit can be a low power forward or fly back converter.
For the 10 kV converters used in NEPTUNE, more than 3 A at 12 V is needed for 4
ms to drive the MOSEFTs of the converters. This is a relatively large amount of power
for commonly used converter startup techniques. The 10 kV voltage of the system
poses another challenge that requires the use of multiple components or components
that can withstand higher voltage. Moreover, the designed operations of the system
demand that the startup circuit functions correctly for the range of 500 V to 10 kV.
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R2
C1
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Figure 5.20 Converter startup circuit 4
Among the aforementioned startup techniques, the last one is the most applicable
because of its high efficiency and capacity to provide large startup current. However,
the circuit is very complex with a large number of components. The reliability is
therefore impacted. A design that addresses the particular requirements for NEPTUNE
application is needed.
B. Startup power supply circuit designed for NEPTUNE

The startup power supply circuit designed for NEPTUNE’s 10 kV converters
(Figure 5.21) is composed of a relaxation circuit and a linear regulator. At positive
voltage, the capacitor C1 is charged through R12 because diodes D1 through D10 are
conducting. At negative voltage, it is charged through both R11 and R12. D1 to D10 are
small current 2.5 kV diodes put in series to withstand reverse voltage at -10 kV. A
smaller size can be achieved this way than using bulky high voltage diodes. Resistors
R1 to R10 are used to balance the voltage across the diodes. R11 is a high value to limit

the charging current of C1. The RC circuit together with the SIDAC forms a relaxation
circuit. The SIDAC is a voltage controlled semiconductor switch that closes at its Vbr,
which is 60 V in this circuit. Therefore, when C1 is charged up to Vbr, the SIDAC
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closes and the energy stored in C1 is released to the linear regulator formed by R14, D15
and Q1.
R11
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D17
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Figure 5.21 Startup power supply designed for 10 kV to 400 V dc-dc converters
A Darlington type transistor Q1 is used in the linear regulator because the required
collector current is above 3 A. A linear regulator can be inherently short circuit proof.
From Figure 5.13, the maximum base current of Q1 is determined by R14. When R14 is
large enough, the emitter current of Q1 is limited within a safe range. The linear
regulator can be replaced with a switching mode power supply to achieve higher
efficiency at the cost of increased complexity. This is not adopted because keeping the
circuit simple (less parts) and reliable is a greater objective.
One difficulty for implementing this power supply circuit is that the SIDAC
requires holding current at about 50 mA. Normally the control logic circuit for the
startup functions does not consume that much energy. One way to solve this problem
is to add a bleeding resistor at the output of the linear regulator. But this certainly
lowers the power supply efficiency. The approach adopted here is to parallel a
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normally open switch (K1) with the SIDAC. This switch is operated by the logic
circuit and has no holding current requirement. After the SIDAC is closed and the
logic circuits are operational, K1 is closed.
The paralleling of K1 with the SIDAC solves another problem. Under -500 V, the
capacitor C1 needs to be charged for a much longer time to reach the SIDAC Vbr
compared with +500 V, due to the difference between the charging resistors. By
opening switch K1, the energy in C1 is maintained. Thus, less charging time is
required under -500 V.
Under -10 kV, the logic circuit for startup operations is powered by the HKPS. K1
is kept closed, and the voltage across C1 is determined by the voltage distribution
across R11, R12 and R13. By adjusting the value of these resistors, the voltage across C1
can be set at a level much lower than its rating, thus prolonging its life. The present
values of R11, R12 and R13 are 10 MΩ, 500 kΩ, and 20 kΩ, respectively. The voltage
across C1 is about 20 V after the converter starts. Because it is lower than the Vbr of
the SIDAC, the relaxation circuit is no longer functional. This also increases the life
time of capacitor C1 and the SIDAC.
This circuit operates correctly when the input voltage is larger than Vbr, regardless
of polarities. It generates a pulsed power with an interval of about 60 seconds. The
ideal waveform of the circuit output at full load is shown in Figure 5.22. When only
the logic circuits are powered, the pulse lasts for several hundred milliseconds. The
test results are given in Chapter 6.

Figure 5.22 Ideal output of the startup power supply when starting a converter
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5.3 Summary

In this chapter, the design and implementation circuits of the BU system and the
science node startup system are described. Both designs must solve the particular
challenges resulting from system’s location on the seafloor, including lack of
communications and no low voltage power supply. The BU system has two functions:
closing switches to connect cables and opening switches to isolate a faulty cable. The
BU circuit design therefore includes the switching circuit and the control circuit to
close switches, to isolate spur cable and backbone cable faults. The converter startup
system consists of the startup logic circuit and the startup power supply. The startup
logic circuit carries out the operations designed during the startup process of the
science node converters. The startup power supply obtains energy from the 10 kV
input cable to provide a low voltage powering the logic circuit and converter control
circuit.
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Chapter 6
Test Results of Branching Unit and Science Node Startup
System
This chapter presents the test results of the branching unit system and science node
startup system in Chapter 5. Synchronized with the requirements of the NEPTUNE
project, the test of the BU system was performed at a reduced voltage level with
simulated system events to verify the required functionalities. The tests of the science
node startup system were carried out under situations similar to the anticipated field
environment and have proved that it will operate properly in the field.
6.1 Branching unit system

Two main parts of the BU system correspond to the two functions of a BU: closing
switches and opening switches. The system was tested at a reduced voltage level in the
power lab at the Electrical Engineering Department of the University of Washington.
6.1.1 Branching unit circuit for closing switches

The BU circuit for closing switches (see Section 5.1.1) was tested in the lab
environment for weeks with a switching frequency of about 0.1 Hz. Functionality and
reliability were the main objectives in the test. For convenience, the BU circuit
configuration in Figure 5.1 is also shown here in Figure 6.1.
The voltage across capacitor C is shown in Figure 6.2 (a). The voltage across the
switch solenoids C1 and C3 and the current flowing through them are shown in Figure
6.2 (b) and (c).
Circuit parameters in the lab tests are:
SIDAC break down voltage = 60 V, C = 165 µF, R = 500 kΩ, and the solenoid
resistance = 50 Ω.
In Figure 6.2 (a) the capacitor voltage is charged up slowly until it reaches 60 V, at
which point the SIDAC conducts. The energy in the capacitor is dumped directly into
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the switch solenoids [Figure 6.2 (b) and (c)]. A voltage regulator could be added
between the capacitor and the solenoids for higher efficiency and a regulated voltage
across the solenoids. However, this is unnecessary because the current magnitude and
duration in the solenoids meets their operation specifications.
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Figure 6.2 Lab test waveforms of BU circuit for closing switches
6.1.2 Branching unit circuit for opening switches

The BU circuit for opening switches to isolate a fault (Section 5.1.2) consists of
two parts: circuit for isolating backbone fault and circuit for isolating spur cable fault.
They have been tested preliminarily in two steps. The first part of the circuit was
tested together with the circuit for closing switches in a simple network (Figure 6.3).
Then, a network with two BUs and associated control circuits, including both parts of
the fault isolating functions and switch closing function, was built and tested. Results
from both tests verified the functionality of the design.
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Figure 6.3 A simple network for BU circuit test
The network (Figure 6.3) is equivalent to one and one-half branching units. The
light bulb at the end is simulating a fault. The circuit was energized by either +300 V
or -300 V. Under the positive voltage, all switches, S1, S2 and S3, are closed. When
the voltage polarity is reversed, the control circuits performed correctly to open S3 and
S4, while S1 remains closed as it is supposed to.
6.2 Science node startup system

The science node startup system includes a startup logic circuit and a startup power
supply. The operations of this system and the circuit design details are explained in
sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, respectively. The startup circuit was tested both in the
Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) of the University of Washington with a circuit
simulating the 10 kV to 400 V converters, and in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
of the California Institute of Technology with the real converters. Both tests gave
satisfying results. The waveforms shown here are mostly from the APL test.
6.2.1 Startup logic circuit

A. Switching logic circuit

To test the switching logic circuit, the converter input circuit was simulated using
an RC circuit with equivalent values as in the converter input filter. As the operation at
+500 V is rather simple, the emphasis of the test is on the functions at -500 V. Two
resistors are connected in front of the circuit simulating converters A and B, and after
switches S1_A and S1_B (refer to Figure 5.8) to simulate faults. One is 250 kΩ and
the other is 500 kΩ. Therefore, the fault current is 2 mA and 1 mA at -500 V,
respectively. Using the fault detection circuit shown in Figure 5.12, the voltage drop
across the 3 kΩ current limiting resistor is detected and shown in channel 2 of Figure
6.4. Channel 1 is the counter clock signal (refer to Figure 5.9).
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Figure 6.4 Fault detection circuit waveforms when faults exist
Further descriptions of the waveforms shown in Figure 6.4 are as follows.
1) At the first rising edge of the clock signal, switch S1_A is closed. Thus, the 250
kΩ resistor simulating a fault at converter A is connected to the -500 V input. The
voltage across the current limiting resistor is detected at about 6 V.
2) At the second rising edge of the clock signal, S1_A is opened because the fault is
detected. Therefore, the current flowing through the 3 kΩ resistor drops to zero. The
output of the fault voltage sensing circuit becomes 0 V.
3) At the third rising edge, S1_B is closed. Thus, the 500 kΩ resistor simulating a
less serious fault at converter B is connected to the -500 V input. The voltage across
the 3 kΩ resistor is detected at about 3 V.
4) At the fourth rising edge, S1_B is opened because the fault is detected.
Therefore the output of the fault voltage sensing circuit becomes 0 V for the same
reason as in 2).
5) After these operations are completed, the clock signal is disabled to prevent any
more switching operations.
When switch S1_A or S1_B is closed, the converter input capacitance is charged
through the 3 kΩ current limiting resistor. This causes the initial spike on the voltage
across the resistor, which is not interpreted as a fault by the fault detection circuit.
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A waveform with no resistors simulating faults at the converter inputs is shown in
Figure 6.5 for comparison. The initial spike on the 3 kΩ resistor voltage waveform is
more distinctive in this case, because the current flowing through it goes to zero after
the converter input capacitance is fully charged.
B. A/B selection logic circuit

The function of the A/B selection circuit is to start converter A when the input
cable voltage is negative and its magnitude is above 5.7 kV. If converter A fails, the
logic circuit tries to start converter B.
After a converter starts, the power supply Vcc for the logic circuit is taken over by
the converter HKPS. Hence, Vcc increases from 12 V to 16 V. The waveform is shown
in Figure 6.6. Channel 1 is the signal to start converter A. Channel 2 is Vcc (Vcc is
inverted in the figure). In the test, Vcc is provided by a voltage source simulating the
converter HKPS.

Figure 6.5 Fault detection circuit waveforms when no fault exists
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Figure 6.6 Waveforms of converter start signal and Vcc when the converter is started
successfully
Figure 6.7 shows the waveforms of converter’s start signal in Channel 1 and Vcc in
Channel 2 when the converter fails to start. Vcc drops to 10 V for about 8 ms when
trying to start the converter. This is because of the 4 Ω load simulating the converter’s
MOSFETs driver circuit. Vcc drops to zero after the energy in the startup power supply
is depleted.

Figure 6.7 Waveforms of converter start signal and Vcc when the converter could not
be started
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6.2.2 Startup power supply

The functionality of connecting a linear regulator to a SIDAC relaxation circuit was
tested by Tess McEnulty of the University of Michigan at JPL. The proposed startup
power supply circuit was built and tested at APL with a 4 Ω resistive load, and later at
JPL with a real converter. The input voltage in the tests varies from 100 V to -12 kV, a
wider range than required by the operation design. The example waveforms generated
by the startup circuit from both tests are shown in Figures 6.8 through 6.10.

Channel (1): Command signal to power the 4 Ω load
Channel (2): Startup power supply output Vcc
Figure 6.8 Startup power supply output waveform with a resistive load
The waveform of Vcc drops to about 10 V when a command signal to power the 4 Ω
load is made; and nearly 3 A current is drawn from the startup power supply
(Figure 6.8). This high output current lasts for about 8 ms. The period can be
lengthened by using a larger capacitor C1 or employing a SIDAC with a higher Vbr.
The startup power supply powers the control circuit and the MOSFETs’ driving
circuit of the 10 kV to 400 V converter (Figure 6.9). The converter consumes about
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one-third of the required startup energy. When Vcc reaches its target value, it lasts
about 50 ms at 12 V.

Figure 6.9 Startup power supply output when firing a converter at -8 kV (inverted)

Figure 6.10 Waveform of Vcc and signal to open K1 at +500 V (inverted)
Figure 6.10 shows the waveform of Vcc when the input voltage is +500 V in
channel 1 and channel 2 shows the signal to open K1. Both are inverted for the
convenience of testing. K1 is a switch to bypass SIDAC in the startup power supply
circuit. Opening K1 after all switches are opened at +500 V can preserve the energy in
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capacitor C1, so that at -500 V the charging process is shorter. A more detailed
description of the startup power supply is found in Section 5.2.2.3.
6.3 Summary

In this chapter, test results of the branching unit system and science node startup
system are shown. The branching unit system consists of a circuit for opening
switches and a circuit for closing switches. The tests for both circuits were performed
under a lower voltage level and simulated the operations in the real situation. The
results verified the required functionality of the branching unit. The science node
startup system consists of a startup logic circuit and a startup power supply. The
system was tested with the same operation procedures and voltages as in the field. The
results show that the startup system can carry out the right functions under various
situations.
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks
Study of the Earth’s ocean system requires data to be collected over a long range of
time and space. NEPTUNE is a planned ocean observatory system with such
capability to be deployed under the northeast Pacific Ocean. It will provide permanent
power and communications to the scientific sensors on the seafloor, enabling
continuous study of the ocean processes across a large region. This dissertation
describes the design of the NEPTUNE power system including the infrastructure,
operations, stability analysis and the implementation circuits for some important
subsystems.
Located on the seafloor and being the world’s first large scale interconnected dc
power network, the NEPTUNE power system poses a number of challenges in its
design: it requires high reliability and compact sizes, no COTS components are
available for power conversion and protection, no measurements to identify topology
changes or locate a fault, no communications are available to assist the system startup.
Solutions to meet these challenges are proposed in this dissertation. The main
contributions are summarized as follows:
1) Propose operation modes using voltage levels and polarities to separate different
power system operations
2) Propose an automated and coordinated protection scheme that does not require
dedicated communication capability between protection units but has coordination
between them; needs only regular power switches for fault isolation instead of fault
current interruption devices; has the same settings at every protection unit; and has
inherent backup capability for dysfunctional protection units
3) Propose an algorithm to identify an opened backbone switch or a high
impedance fault by analyzing the residual of the network node voltage equations
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4) Propose an algorithm to locate a high impedance fault through a combined
parameter and state estimation using the weighted least square approach
5) Propose an algorithm to locate a fault through only shore station measurements
using the weighted least square approach
6) Propose approaches for steady-state stability analysis, and appropriate models
for small and large-signal stability analysis
7) Propose the operation design and implementation circuits for the branching unit
system and the science node startup system that require neither communications nor
low voltage power supply.
Many of the challenges and constraints are unique to the undersea observatory
system. With increasing research interest in the Earth’s ocean system, similar
observatory systems will surely be needed and constructed. The solutions proposed in
this dissertation address the most typical constraints and difficulties in building the
power systems for this type of observatories. They may find more applications as
scientists conceive methods to explore the ocean environment.
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